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Letter from the editors . . .
When we first came to this valley, nearly 8 years ago, Ian
had already been keeping bees for a little while and had
been learning about it for much longer. We both had some
ideas about honey bees, how we might make a living (or
part of one) keeping them, and dreamed about how simple
and straightforward it was going to be (that naive dreaming
part was mostly me). After a few years of working really
hard and taking what is unexpected in stride, there is still so
much to learn. Maybe too much. It's good to realize that we
don't need to know everything. On the other hand, learning
about bees never seems to get old.
When Ian was setting up one of the first yards, the farmer
whose land it is on was concerned about the native pollinators – how would honey bees affect them? Someone had
advised the farmer that he should limit the number of hives
he allowed Ian to put there. I had never stopped to think that
a large number of honey bees might affect the health of the
'other' pollinators out there, in fact at that time I didn't even
know that honey bees were not native to this country. My
response to the concerned farmer was that perhaps the honey bees might help the native bees in some way – by pollinating more flowers, perhaps they would help to propagate
more plants and increase floral diversity in the landscape.
Diversity is a topic that comes up a lot in relation to
honey bees. We don't have enough genetic diversity in our
stock. There isn't enough diversity of food sources (depending where you are!) to provide a balanced diet for the bees,
and overall diversity in the landscape is decreasing, which
affects every living thing. We are starting to learn more
about this – I am frankly amazed at the amount of work that
is going into finding what it will take to provide a healthier

habitat for bees, and in
turn, to create a healthier
environment. It isn't simple and straightforward,
that's for sure. Industrial
systems are painfully slow to change, but the first step is
getting people talking about it, and also getting a diversity
of voices brought to the table.
Outreach is so important. It makes a big difference if
you can find the folks who normally wouldn't contribute,
for whatever reason – for some it is as simple as not knowing how to make your voice heard or even who to talk to. A
group of people in our area thought that something should
be done about this, and decided that the best way to reach
all the people who live in these communities is to go to
them. They are out there every evening and sometimes in
the day, whenever they can find folks at home, knocking on
doors and inviting people to talk about what matters most
to them and their families. This work was begun in terms of
impending development here, but I am sure that a variety
of issues are coming up. It seems to me like a healthy and
straightforward way to begin. The dialogue that is happening on all levels of late is promising, but so far from simple.
Don't think there aren't some simple things you can do
to lend a helping hand to the bees and other living things.
Pretty easy to get your hands on some seeds, or some plants,
or bushes or even trees, and get them started this summer!
Start in your own backyard – or pick a someone who could
use a little more colour in their life and plant some flowers
in their yard. Add more 'voices' to the landscape...it will
benefit us all.
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From the President
With winter behind us in most areas of the province
beekeepers have been busy checking their colonies to see
how they overwintered.
In the Lower Mainland, bees have been bringing in good
amounts of pollen on the days they could fly and Vancouver
Island beekeepers report that they have been experiencing
similar conditions, but they are normally about two weeks
ahead of us on the Mainland.
For those of you who have not visited our website at
www.bcbeekeepers.com you will find in doing so that there
is a new look. Thanks to Ron Schroeder for working on this;
Ron has reworked the website and is continuing to update it
as information becomes available. One major addition that
will follow is the Members Only section. This section will
include an archive of past issues of the BeesCene; members
in good standing will be able to search for a specific article
they read in a past issue, or if one was to miss a copy or two
by joining the BCHPA later in the year, you will be able to
access the missed BeesCenes.
We have also made a request to all Beekeeping
Associations that if they advise us of any events they are
holding we will post them on our Internet Calendar of
events.
In regards to renewing memberships or becoming a
new member: we have not been trying to confuse you as
to where to send in your registration to join the BCHPA...
Our Secretary/Treasurer Irene Tiampo took on this job of
membership with the resignation of Pauline Thompson and
transferred the mailing address from Comox to her office
box number. Later, when we obtained a box number for
the general information of the Association we acquired a
new box number. Laurie Hasiuk came forward and agreed
to become the membership chairperson and thus the new
address for membership as shown on the application form is
correct. I’m sorry for all the confusion.
We try to keep this registration form current in terms of
the concerns of our members. It has been brought to our
attention by some members they didn’t want to have their
name posted or used in any manner so we have added a
disclaimer clause to cover this. Another area of concern
that was expressed to the Executive was that in paying for
a membership, they were not receiving a receipt. Some
years back the Association had a three part membership
application where one part was given to the individual when
they joined and this acted as not only a receipt but showed
they were a current member of the BCHPA. For some reason
the Association went away from the 3 part form and having
Associations collect memberships on behalf of the BCHPA
Everything at some point seems to go full circle and we are
in the process of going back to the three part registration
form; the back copy will be returned to the member and
in addition there will be a small part that can be removed

for carrying in your
wallet. We will also
be
approaching
all the Affiliated
Associations of the
BCHPA to see if they
are willing to collect
fees.
The Semi-Annual
in Kamloops was not
as well attended as
Wayne Neidig
in past years but the
BCHPA
President
weather played a major
role in this smaller
attendance. For those that did make it the Business Day
included reports from not only the Executive but from all
those looking after various areas of the Association along
with Area Representatives. The Educational Day was better
attended but still not as good as previous years. Individuals
were treated to the opportunity of selecting presentations
from one of twelve excellent speakers through the day.
The final event of the Education Day was a Round Table
Discussion with six senior beekeepers answering questions
from the audience on various subjects; this rounded out a
very successful day.
The last piece of information I have for you at this
time is that the 2014 Annual General Meeting will be
held in Richmond at the Delta Vancouver Airport Hotel
commencing Thursday Sept. 25 with a Wine and Cheese
Social in the evening, followed by the Business Day on
Friday Sept. 26 and the Convention Banquet that evening.
Saturday Sept. 27 will be the Educational Day which will
include a full slate of speakers – see information on the 2014
AGM in this issue. In conjunction with the Convention we
will have a number of vendors displaying their beekeeping
products for sale, so earmark your calendar with Richmond
is a destination point for September. ❀

Correction:
In the Spring 2014 issue of BeesCene, in
the article on managing nucs by Liz Huxter,
Hopguard was mentioned as a treatment
for mites at certain times in the season.
The article had originally been written for an
American publication and that information
should have been adjusted for BeesCene,
as Hopguard is not yet registered for use in
Canada. We apologize for the error.
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMA Apiculture Program
paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.
2014 Spring Survey
As in previous years, we will be asking beekeepers to report
their winter losses and successes in the upcoming spring
survey. All beekeepers registered with 10 colonies or more
will be sent a survey form in May. Beekeepers can also submit their wintering results on-line by visiting our website
www.al.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and select Beekeeping Survey.
This information is important as it will reflect on the status of BC’s beekeeping industry and how it compares with
other provinces. It may also provide insight
into the most common causes of winter colony
mortality.
In 2013, over 30% of beekeepers participated in the survey which was remarkably high
and provided great confidence in the data. We
strongly encourage you to participate in the
2014 spring survey again.
Animal Health Act, Bill 19
A couple of years ago, I reported on legislative
changes that were being planned affecting beekeepers. These changes were never realized because the Legislature didn’t ratify the proposed
legislation. This time, efforts paid off and the
Animal Health Act (Bill 19) has been passed
and will become law in the near future. To give this development some perspective, we have to look back in history.
For decades, BC had the Bee Act. This piece of legislation had its origins in the early part of the 20th century with
the primary aim to control American Foulbrood disease.
The Act became more detailed in the 1950s when the province experienced a rapid expansion of the agricultural sector
including beekeeping. The Act provided a framework of the
respective roles and responsibilities of beekeepers, the Apiary Inspector and the government. With minor amendments
in the 1970s, the Bee Act remained unchanged until 2004. In
an effort to reduce the total number of Acts and regulations,
the then-Government decided to repeal many pieces of legislation including the Bee Act. Until such repeal would be
ratified by the Legislature, the Act was temporarily “parked”
under the Animal Disease Control Act (ADCA). Not long
after, the announcement of an election prevented the repeal
to be ratified which meant that all provisions of the Bee Act
remained in place under the ADCA.
Some years ago, the ADCA, an old piece of legislation
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in its own right, attracted attention because it no longer effectively addressed the health issues faced by the province’s
animal production systems. It was decided to re-write and
modernize the ADCA into a new piece of legislation called
the Animal Health Act (AHA). Since many functions, actions and strategies used in animal health also apply to bees,
the decision was made to include honey bees in the new
legislation.
This was a fortunate decision because a stand-alone Bee
Act would duplicate many provisions of
the AHA and would have had little chance
to ever be placed on the legislative agenda
for ratification. As a result, BC beekeepers
would continue to live with the old out-ofdate Bee Act for many years.
So what does the AHA offer? The AHA
is a large comprehensive piece of legislation
that covers the full range of farmed animals.
It clearly spells out the rights, obligations
and limitations of producers and inspectors.
It also provides clear guidance on infractions and penalties. Beekeepers will see few
changes in the conditions under which they
operate. As soon as the AHA has been signed
into law, it will be posted on the government
website www.bclaws.ca. Please contact me for any questions or concerns about the new Animal Health Act.
AFB in the Okanagan
During the winter months, we became aware that colonies
of an Alberta beekeeper wintering in the South Okanagan
were infected with American Foulbrood disease. When the
extent of the AFB infestation became clear, the decision
was made to burn all the frames on-site and most of the
supers. Only a small quantity of related equipment including bottom boards, inner covers and lids were saved. The
disease together with poor winter preparation had caused
near-100% colony mortality during the winter.
In response to this incident, some beekeepers have asked
how an Alberta beekeeper could have been allowed to bring
AFB-infested colonies into the province under permit. The
bee movement conditions that govern bee shipments between bee districts and between provinces require inspection prior to shipment according to prescribed standards,
and on the basis of the results a permit is issued.

The circumstances of this particular Alberta beekeeper
were different. Information from Alberta Agriculture and
reports from local BC sources had made us aware that this
beekeeper had some operational problems some years ago
when he wintered his colonies in BC. In the fall of 2012,
permission was denied for him to bring colonies to BC because Alberta inspection results showed active infestations
of Varroa and AFB. In the fall of 2013, we received Alberta’s inspection report that confirmed AFB again and permission was denied to bring bees into BC. The beekeeper contacted us and pleaded for permission to bring his colonies
to BC because he didn’t have sufficient space and resources
to winter all his colonies in Alberta. I advised the beekeeper
that the Bee Act didn’t permit the import of infected bees
with a reportable disease and that permission could only be
granted when all visible signs of AFB were removed.
We made the agreement that prior to movement to BC,
all colonies would be cleansed of all signs of disease and
subject to Alberta inspection. The requirement of an inspection became problematic soon after as winter conditions in
Alberta set in. After additional phone calls, it was agreed
that the beekeeper was permitted to bring his 700 colonies
to the South Okanagan and place them in two registered apiary sites where our Apiary Inspection staff would inspect
them upon arrival.
By the time the beekeeper had moved his bees into BC,
the weather had also turned for the worse and an inspection
was no longer advisable. Since no bee flight was going to
take place for several months, there was no urgency to inspect the colonies immediately. However, it became unclear
where the colonies had actually been placed. After the detective work by long-time Apiary Inspector Ray Levesque,
the colonies were located on two sites not registered in the
beekeeper’s name. When the first warm days arrived in
March, Ray inspected a randomly selected number of colonies and reported the presence of AFB. Other beekeepers
operating colonies in the area had also become aware of the
AFB threat and became concerned.
It was in late March when weather conditions had improved enough to organize a large-scale inspection. The Alberta beekeeper was contacted and asked to participate in
the inspection. It was also made clear that any AFB found in
frames would result in burning. It turned out that the inspection could have taken place earlier because all 700 colonies
were dead. Closer examination revealed that AFB scales
were present throughout the entire operation although not
necessarily in large numbers. With the assistance of several beekeepers with heavy equipment, all frames of all 700

colonies were burned near the affected apiaries. A portion
of the empty boxes, lids and bottom pallets were saved and
permitted to return to Alberta.
The large scale burn was unfortunate event for all concerned. This case involved special circumstances where exceptions were made to accommodate the beekeeper. The details of the agreement were reasonable while ensuring that
the health and safety of BC colonies were not jeopardized.
Unfortunately, the beekeeper did not meet all the details of
the agreement that ultimately led to the destruction of all
colonies and most of his equipment. Fortunately, instances
like this are rare and most out-of-province beekeepers bring
healthy colonies to BC in good quality equipment.
Bee Movement Conditions
The current issue of BeesCene includes copies of the Bee
Movement Conditions between Bee Districts within BC and
the conditions for out-of-province beekeepers to move their
colonies into BC under permit. If you have any questions or
concerns, please contact me directly.
Introductory Beekeeping Course through Webinars
The Ministry’s annual Introductory Beekeeping Course has
been offered in the Fraser Valley for many years. The course
has become so popular that not all applicants can be accommodated. We have tried to find larger facilities but this
has not been successful. This year we had maximum of 34
students crammed into a classroom, but there were a total of
near 150 people who had expressed an interest in the course.

RICHARDS

PACKAGING INC.
Good things come in Richards Packaging...
Glass and Plastic Jars
375ml (500gr Honey) Cylinder Jars
750ml (1kg Honey) cylinder Jars

Hex and Oval Hex
Glass Jars
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Plastic Pails
...and more!

Wanted:

Honey in Barrels • Bee Pollen • Honey Comb

Dew Fresh Honey
Osoyoos, B.C.

Cell: 250-485-2924

Ask us for our stock item catalogue
(604) 270-0111
140 – 9200 Van Horne Way, Richmond B.C. V6X 1W3

www.richardspackaging.com
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Some of these people were in other parts of BC and could
not attend the 6-week course.
We recognize the difficulty for students in other parts
of the province to access educational opportunities. As I
reported a year ago, a pilot project involving a number of
training sessions through Skype / FaceTime was offered to
Yukon beekeepers in 2013. This project proved very successful but it still required students to meet in one location.
The alternative is to present the Introductory Beekeeping
Course through a series of Webinars, where students can
sign-up through their computer, regardless of location.
The ‘webinar’ course tentatively planned for the spring
2015, will not replace the existing Introductory Beekeeping
Course at Kwantlen but will be offered as an alternative.
The format, costs and course details are still under development and will be released at a later date.
For those people interested in the webinar course, please
email me and I will add your name and email address to
a notification list. When details become available, one will
receive an email including registration instructions.
Bill Stagg is Moving On
Bill Stagg has been the Apiary Inspector of the North Okanagan, Shuswap, and Thompson-Nicola regions. In addition,
he also carried out an annual inspection tour to the Cariboo.
Bill indicated a year ago, that his own commercial beekeeping operation was getting to the point where he could no
longer commit himself fully to inspection work and that he
was ready to resign. I was reluctant to accept his decision,
but this spring Bill indicated that he could no longer carry
out the inspections for the season.
Over the years, beekeepers expressed their appreciation
of the quality of Bill’s extension work. It is wonderful that
Bill is departing for good reasons, and his excellent skills
will be missed. Thanks Bill for all your support over the
years.
We now face the task of having to look for someone else
interested in carrying inspection and extension work on behalf of the Apiculture Program. The prerequisites include
having a Bee Master certificate, as well extensive beekeeping management experience and communication skills. If
you are interested or know someone who could be, please
contact the Apiculture office at 604-556-3129 or email me
at paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.
Daniela’s Retirement
Long-time Apiculture staff member Daniela Bates recently
retired after 36 years of service. Every beekeeper in BC (and
outside the province) has dealt with Daniela at some point
during the many years that she managed the beekeeper and
apiary registration system.
I recall meeting Daniela in the late 1970s when both of
us worked for Doug McCutcheon at the Cloverdale office.
Ever since then, Daniela has been involved in the Apiculture Program. When I was appointed Provincial Apiculturist in 1990, Daniela had already assumed responsibility for
administering the registration system. At that time, nothing
was computerized and the system resembled the old index
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card system formerly used in libraries. As time went by,
improvements were made and it eventually became fully
computerized. Daniela’s role also changed as she assumed
additional responsibilities. One that I will always remember
was Daniela’s red pen used to correct some of my writing
and apply editorial comment. Daniela’s ability to focus on
the finer details resulted in her becoming involved in developing the Apiculture Program website. It didn’t take long
for others in the Branch to notice her interests and dedication and soon, Daniela was asked to assist in developing the
websites of other programs of the Plant & Animal Health
Branch.
With Daniela’s retirement, it feels as if an era of BC beekeeping has passed. I am most grateful of the many years
of support and camaraderie I shared with Daniela and I will
miss her. Many beekeepers who have known Daniela will
share in my best wishes for a well-deserved retirement! ❀
~ Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist

Lamb Acres
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A History of Beekeeping in British Columbia
from 1950 to 2000 written by Douglas M. McCutcheon

This book is about us and our industry and what it means to be a beekeeper in BC,
following in the footsteps of pioneer beekeepers.
The History of Beekeeping in British Columbia from 1950 – 2000 is the result
of more than 10 years of talking with beekeepers, inspectors and specialists around
the province, and searching out records, reports and files. Doug McCutcheon, with
the help of wife Eileen, organized it all into a readable journey through the history of
our industry, illuminated by delightful encounters with some of the innovative and
resilient men and women who have chosen to make beekeeping a way of life.
As Doug says: “In the fifty years I write about, there have been great changes in
beekeeping in our province. There are a lot of great stories! Enjoy the read!”

Purchase details: $29.95 each plus shipping.
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Supplying you with all your beekeeping needs:
Mite Away Quick Strips
Canadian Wooden Ware
"SBUBLJ1BDLBHFTt/VDTt2VFFOT
$MPUIJOHt5PPMT
Private and Group Education
and so much more
Mention this ad to receive a free
entrance reducer with your next order
Free Pickup Locations:
Abbotsford, Burnaby,
Cloverdale, Richmond,
Tsawwassen, Vancouver
and Whistler

www.urbanbeesupplies.ca
info@urbanbeesupplies.ca
778-990-2176

We Ship Anywhere!
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Ministry of Agriculture
Apiculture
1767 Angus Campbell Road
Abbotsford, BC V3G 2M3

Phone: 604-556-3129
Fax: 604-556-3030

HONEY BEE MOVING CONDITIONS & REQUIREMENTS
This document includes the conditions and requirements involved with moving honey bees between Bee Districts within
British Columbia, and from other provinces into BC.
British Columbia has been divided into Bee Districts (Reg. 415/90) to regulate the movement of honey bees in order to
minimize the risk of disease. Beekeepers who wish to move bees across Bee District boundaries or into BC from another
province must obtain an inspection report and a Bee Act permit from the Apiculture Office. Moving bees within a Bee
District does not require a permit.
Movement Conditions Between Bee Districts
The colonies (or the originating colonies from which the queens or packaged bees have been produced) must be free of clinical signs of American Foulbrood (AFB) and European Foulbrood (EFB). Additional laboratory analyses may be required.
Varroa mite levels may not exceed 1% prevalence.
Colonies must be free of Small Hive Beetle (SHB) and Africanized Honey Bees (AHB).
Used beehive equipment must be free of clinical signs of AFB and EFB.
Movement Conditions For Out-of-Province Bees
Contact your Ministry of Agriculture and arrange for an inspection. The inspection results will be shared with the BC Ministry of Agriculture (BCMA) and are needed for the issuance of an Import Permit.
Make sure to prepare strong and healthy colonies. Treat disease before shipment.
Confirm the registration of each apiary site before moving bees to BC.
During the spring season, BCMA staff will inspect colonies before they are returned to the home province.
INSPECTION STANDARDS & REQUIREMENTS:
25 colonies randomly selected or 5% of the total (whichever is greater) must be inspected and tested.
Inspection must take place within 30 days before shipment.
A minimum of 3 brood frames per selected colony must be inspected for brood disease.
For mite detection, an alcohol-wash test is required involving 300 bees collected from the brood nest. Varroa mite infestation may not exceed 1% (=3 mites/300 bees).
If mite levels exceed 1%, all colonies (including nucleus colonies) intended for movement must be treated with an approved
mite control product and retested upon completion of the treatment prior to shipment.
Honeybee packages must have been produced from colonies with mite infestation of less or equal to 1%.
For used beehive equipment, 10% of randomly selected brood boxes/supers containing frames with comb must be examined.
All shipments must be accompanied with a copy of the Bee Act Permit.
List of Bee Districts
Vancouver Island
& Gulf Islands Bee District
Powell River Bee District
Sunshine Coast Bee District
Fraser Valley Bee District

Squamish-Lillooet Bee District
Thompson-Nicola Bee District
Cariboo Bee District
Fraser-Fort George Bee District
Bulkley-Nechako/Kitimat-Stikine Bee District
(aka North West Bee District)

Central-North Okanagan Bee District
Okanagan-Similkameen/
Kootenay Boundary Bee District
East Kootenay Bee Distric
Peace River / Fort Nelson Bee District.

For more information or clarification, please contact the Apiculture Office at 604-556-3129 or 604-556-3152.
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Ministry of Agriculture
Apiculture
1767 Angus Campbell Road
Abbotsford, BC V3G 2M3
To:

Non-B.C. Beekeepers

Re:

Shipping Bees to British Columbia

Phone: 604-556-3129
Fax: 604-556-303

Wintering bees in British Columbia has become an attractive option for many beekeepers. During the last 10 years or so,
some 30,000 colonies have been brought in from Alberta and Manitoba each fall. There are a few facts and conditions
beekeepers should be aware of:
Things to do before moving to B.C.
Book an appointment for an inspection with your Ministry of Agriculture. The inspection results are needed for the B.C.
Ministry of Agriculture (BCMA) to issue an import permit.
Make sure to prepare strong and healthy colonies. Treat for disease before you come to B.C.
Confirm the registration of your wintering apiaries before coming to B.C.
Requirements during shipment
Colonies must be fastened and closed to prevent hive loss and bee loss.
Shipment must meet safety provisions of the B.C. Motor Vehicle Act.
Shipment must be accompanied by a copy of the Bee Act Permit.
What to expect in B.C.
Non-B.C. and B.C. commercial beekeepers alike, can expect inspections by PMRA-BCMA to ensure compliance with label
instructions of drugs and chemicals approved for use in beehives. Samples may be collected for residue analysis.
During the spring season, BCMA staff will inspect colonies before they are returned to the home province.
For more information or clarification, you may contact me at 604-556-3129 or at paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.

Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist
British Columbia

Hanefelds’ Honey Farm
Nassenheider Fill-up

Price: $2,595. Includes shipping
The bottler for honey and other
liquids with higher viscosity. Compact,
versatile, affordable and reliable.
Single Story Hives for Sale
Available in May
2013 Queens,
5 Frames of Brood $250

Contact Fred @ Phone & Fax: 604-856-8937
E-mail: FKOH@telus.net

OUR BUSINESS.....
..... IS PACKAGING YOURS
We have a wide range of stock glass & plastic
containers including honey bears & bee hives.
We also carry a variety of plastic and metal lids.

PLEASE CALL US FOR A QUOTE

AMPAK INC.
180 - 4611 Viking Way, Richmond BC
Telephone: (604) 273-9631 Fax: (604) 273-1865
www.ampak.ca
splester@ampak.ca
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Early Season Club Activities

Sunshine Coast

photos by Sally Burke

Harry Meier perusing for the queen.

A beautiful day and a great turn out for our first
Monday evening Bee Meet. We discussed
what we wanted to do over the coming
months, ie, queen rearing, pollen collecting,
splits, nucs, and SMC management among
other ideas.
Rob Haines, center, Al Cobbin, to his
right, and Harry in the front with other
members looking on as we continue our
search for the elusive queen.

Kamloops

photos by Nancy Burkholder

Betty Farber demonstrates
Joe Lomond explains how a Top
how to install eylets into frame
and which tools work the Ian Farber gives a workshop on intalling Bar hive works.
best..
sheets of wax into frames.
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Joe Lomond shows how to
catch and mark queens.

Comox Valley
photos by Del and Silvia D'arcangelo

Brenda Jager offered an intermediate beekeeping course to the Comox
Valley Club at the end of April. The course was held on two separate
days, and the photos here are from the field day portion of the course,
which took place at our home apiary in Royston, a little south of
Courtenay. Brenda has been amazingly helpful and informative when
she is able to attend our meetings. She has also put on field days where
several members of the club offer their yards for inspection. We make
our way to each yard where we find quite a diversity of situations.
Brenda will assess, make recommendations, demonstrate, and answer
questions as we go. It would take several years of personal experience
and book learning to gain what we learn in a single weekend under
Brenda's tutelage.
~ Del and Silvia D'arcangelo

Rob Hunter teaches how to wire frames.

Stations were set up for hands-on hive
building demos.
Joe Lomond explains how various
queen cages are used.
VOLUME 30, #2 SUMMER 2014
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This column is a place where all beekeepers are encouraged to both
ask questions and give answers. It has been said that if you ask
three beekeepers a question, you will get four different answers,
so readers will have to take answers under careful consideration.
Beekeepers are encouraged to respond to answers when their
thoughts may differ.

An important thing to always keep in mind is the wide range of environmental
conditions we encounter in our province. It's best to be cautious when taking
advice for your bees, and to take into consideration where that advice is coming
from. Always consult experienced, successful beekeepers in your area.
Please send questions and responses to the editor at BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com.

Q: How long should I use a brood frame before replacing it?
A: In a perfect world every 5 years they should be replaced.
However good worker bee cells at 8 years old are better than
a bunch of drone cells on 2 year old comb.
~ Ed Nowek, Vernon, BC

A: While some beekeepers are using their grandfather’s
brood comb, there is good reason to replace old brood comb.
With the use of chemical insecticides, there is evidence the
wax absorbs these harmful substances thus creating a less
than healthy home for raising bees. Also, the cell size of
old brood comb becomes increasingly smaller with each
generation being raised. I change out two brood combs per
super each year so that no brood comb is ever older than five
years.
~ Lance Cuthill, Cranbrook, BC
A: 5 years. This means, 20% of all brood frames should be
removed each year. Why:
Environmental contaminants and chemical residues slowly
migrate into the wax comb over time. With sufficient buildup, this will potentially impact the larval brood at its earliest
stages of development.
Older comb becomes darker, making visual examination for
diseases increasingly difficult.
Beekeepers should view the replacement of brood comb as
“cleaning the bed linen”. The hive with all its frames should
be compared to our own homes: it needs regular cleaning
and replacement of old furniture and carpeting. Without the
cleaning, it becomes increasingly uncomfortable to live in
our home and may eventually affect our health. This is not
any different with the bees and their home. Remember that
the honey bee colony creates the most attractive conditions
for many organisms to live in, such as high temperatures,
high humidity, abundance of protein and carbohydrates.
Not all of these organisms are injurious to the bees but they
may reduce the colony’s performance and its brood-rearing
14
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ability. The timely replacement of brood frames is part of
basic good management practice. ~ Paul van Westendorp

A: We try and replace about a fifth of our comb each year.
Pro for old comb: The queen loves to lay in the darker
comb. Con: Interestingly they have found that old comb is
where Varroa does best (http://www.apidologie.org/articles/
pdg/2004.M4012.pdf).
~ Liz Huxter, Grand Forks, BC

A: I do not use an age measure, instead I look at the colour
of the comb and the width of the walls. The cocoons left
behind over time, thicken the cell walls and reduce the size
of the cells. Dark small cells need to be replaced. These
are also the cells that can hold spores, bacteria and other
microbes.
~ Brenda Jager, Gabriola Island, BC
A: The rule of thumb is every five years. So for a box of 10
that’s two per year. Move the grungiest frames to the outside
in your ongoing manipulations so they’re easy to pull and
don’t have valuable brood. If you have confirmed American
Foulbrood (AFB) the frame should be destroyed (preferably
burnt) immediately. If your colony has died from Nosema

then you may want to scrape off the bee feces, and have the
brood chamber irradiated at Iotron Industries in Coquitlam
to eliminate spores. There’s a minimum number, so grouped
club efforts make sense.
~ Diane Dunaway, Soda Creek, BC

A: Ideally you should replace your brood frames every three
years.
~ Stan Reist, Nanaimo, BC
Q: How do I get dead
bees out of the brood
comb so it can be
reused?
A: That is not easy.
The bees do it best.
Firm shaking can
dislodge some of
them.
~ Ed Nowek
A: Provided the dead
bee filled combs have
been aired out and are
reasonably dry (i.e.
not wet, covered in
mold and decaying bees), one can simply tap the frame on
the side of a work bench and catch the bees in a bucket
below. This works best when the frames are cool. Caution:
overzealous tapping results in broken comb. Don’t expect to
get every bee out unless using a needle to remove one bee
at a time...very time consuming. Remember you are helping
the bees but they will do this work much faster than you.
~ Lance Cuthill
A: We brush off the clinging bees and then give the frame a
tap on its side with the face the bees are in the cells down.
The drier the comb the better the tap works. If the bees and
comb are moldy as well we usually take the cells down to
the centre wax and let the bees rebuild the comb.
~ Liz Huxter
A: I shake and brush out what I can holding the frame upside
down at a 60 degree angle. Then I let the bees do the rest.
~ Brenda Jager

A: Whatever you can’t shake out, don’t worry about. A
healthy and hygienic colony will do the rest.
~ Diane Dunaway
A: What are you actually talking about? Just dead bees
head first in the comb cell, with their butts sticking out? Or
dead capped brood? Dead bees only: dry them out, and then
shake them out of the frame, by gently tapping the frame.
Dead capped brood: we prefer to discard any dead capped
brood frames. But you could use a capping fork to remove
the capping and then dry and try shaking them out.
~ Stan Reist

Q: What should I consider when putting back several
colonies smashed by a bear?
A: Will you have a fence to protect the bear from doing it all
over again? The bees can clean up a lot of mess but again,
for brood comb you don’t want much drone comb on them
or deformed/damaged comb.
~ Ed Nowek
A: The first consideration should be for your personal
safety. Bears often return to finish off any remaining food or
colonies still standing. Having a second person as a lookout
along with some form of bear protection is a more than
wise move. As for the bees, where possible they should be
scooped up into undamaged equipment and placed back in
their original position with as much of their original comb
as possible. The final consideration is to leave the bees
protected from further attacks e.g. an electric fence.
~ Lance Cuthill
A: First and foremost, what can you do to keep the bear out!!
Often in our dry climate the electric fence needs to have
stucco wire put on the ground to the outside of the the fence,
so the bear is resting on
this grounded wire and
gets a very good shock.
Next is the horrible
task of sorting out what
can be reused and what
needs to be pitched.
Look for clusters in the
bushes and trees nearby.
Sometimes the bees are
able to abscond before
the bear eats them all.
~ Liz Huxter
A: Prevention. Most
bear incidences are due
to human error. You’ll
likely need to move this beeyard, as bears tend to return
once rewarded with brood and honey, and they’ll endure a
shock once they get a taste for such delicacies. Review your
fencing practices. If electric, do you test the charge each
time you visit this yard? Are the hives set back far enough
away from the strands so that a bear can’t reach through
with their long and nimble arms? As you wade through
the aftermath, it’s possible that your queen may have been
killed. You’ll likely have to dispose of many of the frames
as bears often urinate on their claim. Depending on what’s
salvageable, you may want to set each colony up as a nuc
or single brood chamber until you establish the viability of
what’s left.
~ Diane Dunaway
A: Discard the damaged frames, assemble the hives, and
STRAP them. And now you have to MOVE them. Once
the bear has tasted the hives he will not stop trying to get
them again. And an electric fence will not stop him. At this
VOLUME 30, #2 SUMMER 2014
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point you nominate him for the spirit bear position. It is
the highest position available for him to attain and he will
never go after another hive. You just have to perform the
ceremony. No attendees required.
~ Stan Reist

Q: Will I be in trouble if I shoot a bear in my bee yard?
A: Not if no one finds out. Some people would call the
conservation officer and ask for them to bring out a trap.
Be emphatic, express the serious losses you have incurred
and that you have been trying all other options on your own
(without success).
~ Ed Nowek
A: The short, smartalec answer is:
“not if he’s dead.”
However,
shooting bears without
a hunting license
(permit) is not permitted. Contacting
your local conservation officer first,
is definitely best vs
simply shooting the
bear. Depending on
the circumstances,
the
conservation
officer may bring a
bear trap or in some
cases, CO’s have
given permission to the beekeeper to shoot the bear. Shooting bears in an urban setting is definitely going to get the
beekeeper in trouble.
~ Lance Cuthill
A: Quite a lot of trouble if you’re not a good shot! We’ve
always worked closely with our regional Conservation
Officers.
Sergeant Len Butler of the Conservation Officer Service,
Interior Region says: "According to the Wildlife Act it is
legal to kill a bear if it has caused destruction to private
property (e.g. bee hives) or poses a threat to human safety."
He went on to say that a condition of the Wildlife Act
is that if an animal is destroyed, then you MUST call
the provincial RAPP line (24 hour service) to report the
incident: 1-877-952-7277.
Due diligence is expected. No one wants to see a wild
animal killed. Len mentioned that in Alberta the law states
that if a beeyard isn't protected by an electric fence, then the
hives must be raised off the ground.
Conservation Officers are a wonderful source of
information for mitigating predator problems, and have
always been respectful and cooperative if there’s ever been a
problem. Good fences make for good bears. It really comes
down to setting your honey bees, local bears and yourselves
up for success.
~ Diane Dunaway
16
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Q: Is the cost of a nuc versus a package worth the extra
money?

A: If you can
get the packages
early, like by
April 1 at the
latest, you would
have the potential
of getting a crop
in the current
year. With nucs,
the earlier you
can get them,
the higher the
value in their ability to reach productive status for June 10
– July 15 (normally when most of our honey is produced).
For earning pollination fees, again you need them as early
as possible. Our nucs are now available May 15 so their
production would be somewhat limited but good hives
should be established for going strong into winter and to be
able to take advantage of any later flows that might occur.
~ Ed Nowek
A: With one or two exceptions, and of course the price
difference, the simple answer is “yes.” A nuc already has
brood and food along with a proven laying queen. In short
the nuc colony has a head start over the package which has
only bees and a “should-be-ok” queen. One exception to
“worth the money” lies with the nuc being a risk of bringing
in disease by introducing unknown brood comb into your
apiary. Another exception is that, given just the right
conditions (weather, forage), the package can develop into
a honey producing colony of equal value to the nuc while
reducing swarm and mite concerns. If starting the package
on foundation only buy the nuc.
~ Lance Cuthill
A: I gave a few folks that sell nucs and packages a call and
generally the nucs and packages are a similar price. As they
say “timing is everything”. If the package and nuc are sold
at the same time, the nuc is worth about twice what the
package costs since the queen is accepted and the nuc will
have a minimum of two frames of brood more than likely

Predator Control from Bears & Skunks etc!
Protect your Bee Hives
with Electric Nets Complete
with Posts – Wide Selection
ranging from 26” – 48” High
X 164’ Long
SOLAR • BATTERY
110 V • FENCE CONTROLLERS

Complete Portable Electric Systems
General Farm • Horse • Wildlife Exclusion • Vineyard
Tel. 250-757-9677 Fax:250-757-9670
info@ferrisfencing.com www.ferrisfencing.com

Ferris Fencing 1-800-665-3307

capped and ready to go. Every frame of capped brood gives
you two frames of bees when it hatches, so you can see how
far ahead the nuc gets you. BUT if you are getting a package
in early March and the nuc is not available until late April
early May (overwintered nuc) then the package hived in
early March will be ahead of the nuc. Another consideration
is whether the queen is local and bred for local conditions
or if you are buying a “southern” or offshore equivalent. On
top of that how the package/ nuc is kept and maintained will
also greatly impinge on its success going forward.
~ Liz Huxter

Apistan® anti-varroa mite strips are
an essential part of any varroa mite
control program.

A: Depends if you have drawn comb. If you are new and
have all new equipment, a nuc will get you started faster.
If you have drawn comb and perhaps stores already –
buy a package. Buy a bigger package if you want a faster
start. Also, packages carry less risk of pests and diseases
as they leave behind 80% of the Varroa in the brood cells
and can be treated immediately on hiving. Packages break
the brood cycle which reduces the risk of AFB and Nosema
reinfection, but does little for reducing the presence of EFB.
Prophylactic use of antibiotics is not recommended unless
there is the presence of disease to treat.
~ Brenda Jager

s 4HE CONVENIENCE OF NO MESS STRIPS
s %ASY TO FOLLOW APPLICATION
s &LUVALINATE THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT
in Apistan® is released at a
constant, controlled rate, targeting
varroa as they emerge from
brood cells.
s 4OUGH ON MITES 'ENTLE ON BEES
s 7ONT LEAVE A RESIDUE IN HONEY
s %CONOMICAL (EALTH #ANADA
approved varroa miticide.

A: Yes it is. Because you have brood and emerging brood
in a nuc. And a full frame of brood is approx. 5000 bees?
And you can see what the queen is doing, and how she is
preforming. And she’s not being superseded. Just don’t roll
her when you take the nuc apart.
~ Stan Reist ❀

BCHPA Certified Producer Program
The Certified Producer program is designed to assist
BCHPA members sell their products by providing
special labeling that customers will come to recognize as
representing high quality honey, exclusively produced by
local beekeepers.
Labels can now
be purchased by
Registered Certified
Producers only.
Lots consist
of groups of 1,000.
2,000 and less:
$0.05 per label
greater than 2000:
$0.04 per label
NOTE: lid seals are individually numbered for lot
tracking and some conditions apply to CP label
purchases - see BCHPA website for details
You can apply to the program
by downloading the application form from the
BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com
Or contact Judy Campbell:
2595 Lefeuvre Road, Abbotsford, BC V4X 1L5
Email: jwcampbell@campbellsgold.com
Tel: 604-856-2125

A BEE’S BEST
DEFENSE
AGAINST THE
VARROA MITE

For additional information, contact your favourite
bee supplies company or call 1-800-688-7378.
Always read and follow label directions.

Apistan and Apistan with design are registered trademarks of Wellmark International.
©2002, 2009, 2012 Wellmark International.
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THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN BEEKEEPING

Get Digital Bee Culture Magazine
On Your Computer
Save Lots of Postage
and Weeks of Time

Only $15.00 US

Or check it out on our web page at
www.BeeCulture.com
Do it Today and SAVE!
Send check to:
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623 Liberty, Medina OH 44256 or call
330-725-6677, Ext. 3220 with credit card
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Hives for Humanity
Editor's note: in a previous issue of BeesCene we talked to
Julia Common about her community outreach program in
the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver. This spring we caught
up with Julia's daughter Sarah, who graciously answered a
few questions for BeesCene.
How did Hives for Humanity get started?
Sarah Common: Through my works with the Portland Hotel Society and Hastings Folk Garden Society in the DTES
... I was working at the Drug Users Resource Centre and
facilitating garden therapy programming, connecting folks
living in the community back to nature, building self worth
and community pride. I felt that bringing bees into the garden would create opportunity for engagement and change
demonized perceptions of the community. My mum is a
master beekeeper and I knew that together we could create
some truly meaningful programming and opportunity.
Do you think your projects have turned out to be a good
way to engage the communities that you are interested in
working with?
SC: The projects have been incredible, the amount of engagement that happens around the bees keeps growing. The
bees create a spectrum of opportunity, from the beekeeping, to the gardening, to the carpentry, to the apitherapy and
crafts... there is a place for everyone to get involved, regardless of where they are at or where they are coming from.
Has the perception of your project (or yourselves) among
local community members changed since you started out?
SC: From the get go the perception of our project has been
positive, as it started very grassroots, very small, very community engaged, and has continued to grow in this way,
through personal connections, through community, through
word of mouth and experience. There is often a bit of fear
around the bees, all the "what ifs" of conjecture; we find that
after a conversation that addresses these fears, that people
open up and start to see the bees for the quiet and calm creatures that they are.
You seem to be getting a lot of support from individuals
and businesses in the neighbourhoods in which you work.
Do you approach them, do they approach you?
SC: It's a combination for sure. We keep an open door, an
open ear, an open gate to our gardens and no lock on our
apiaries, so there is a lot of conversation and exchange, and
the word spreads very organically, both about the value of
our programming and the deliciously complex taste of our
community profiled honeys.
Where did the idea of the pollinator corridor project come
from? How has it been working with Mason bees as well
as honey bees? Do you find that it is a different type of

18
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Sarah Common on the far right, with community members in the
DTES.
person that is interested in the mason bees as opposed to
honey bees?
SC: The Pollinator Corridor Project is a collaborative initiative between Hives for Humanity and the Homesteader's
Emporium, a small local business on East Hastings providing people with the tools for self sustainability, with whom
we share common values of community and environmental stewardship. The idea is to connect people and pollinators, to provide forage and habitat for the Mason Bees and
other pollinators, while engaging and educating small communities. We worked with over twenty partners along the
East Hastings corridor, from our local BIA and elementary
school, to community gardens, city parks, Single Residence
Occupancy Hotels and the Fairmont Waterfront Hotel.
The honey bees are a great equalizer, it doesn't matter if
you come from plenty or from scarcity, from calm or from
chaos; if you have the respect for them they have respect
for you.
Working with the Mason Bees is lovely, they are so different than the honey bees in the amount of management
they require, and their profile is much lower, but they create an incredible amount of interest and joy, and get people
involved in understanding the diversity of bees that are out
there that need our respect and support. In each of the locations we put up Mason Bee houses, we held small workshops with the community, teaching the lifecycle, rolling
tubes for the bees to lay their eggs in, and building ownership over the project.
Because we approach all of this from the perspective of
enhancing community, we don't find a difference to be made
between the bees. And, once your eyes are open to one bee,
they tend to open to all of them, and from there to all the
other beneficial plants and insects that make up our eco-

Here are some other projects that the Hives for Humanity
(HFH) team are involved in; more information and stories
about their work are on their website at www.hivesforhumanity.com and also at www.pollinatorcorridor.com
Amacon’s Milross Gardens on Main: HFH will be working with Amacon's Milross Community Garden on Main
to build a beautiful pollinator meadow in and amongst the
community plots. We will be bringing in honey bees, growing pollinator friendly plants, hosting open workshops, celebrating and beautifying, and involving the community in
the space.
Terroir Urban Cloth at the Hastings Urban Farm: The
eARThand Gleaners Society will be growing flax from seed
alongside community members, harvesting and processing
it into linen, using natural dyes from plants grown in the
garden and wax from HFH bees to finish it. Then it will be
woven into beautiful pollinator medallions to hand out in
the city’s pollinator friendly spaces.
Julia Common and Cassie Plotnikoff, the other members of the
Flipside Give A Day: They were chosen for Flipside’s
HFH team.
Give a Day (http://flip-side.ca/give-a-day/) which means
system. One of the nice things about Mason Bees is that, that they will get 24hrs of volunteer time invested into our
because of their solitary nature they are not defensive, so project, helping them to better convey what they do.
their sting is very rare and a very low dose, making them a
Bee Library at the Carnegie Branch: They've been helpperfect introduction to bees.
ing to choose books to bring to the library, and encouragThrough our Pollinator Corridor Project we have part- ing folks to go read them. They are also working on a seed
nered with the City of Vancouver and other organizations library, which would go hand in hand with the Bee Library.
working to support our pollinators, under the umbrella of
City of Vancouver Pollinator Project: They've partnered
the Pollinator Project. This project is focusing on changing up with the City of Vancouver Parks Board to help spread
the way we think about our green spaces, leaving meadows the buzz about pollinators and how they can be supported.
un-mowed to create habitat and forage for indigenous pol- ❀
linator species and planting beneficial pollinator friendly
plants instead of ornamentals and imports.
Have the results of your project so far been what you expected?
SC: We have seen garbage heaps turn into community garden spaces; folks come out of their rooms and connect with
others; heads lift up; gardens blossom; partnerships develop
and strengthen. We have partnered with community gardens
and green spaces, local businesses, non profit organizations,
foundations, developers, restaurants, social enterprises, educational institutions, community centres, beekeepers, bee
enthusiasts, gardeners, individuals, and the City of Vancouver.
The result is that we are bridging gaps in community,
connecting people who may have walked the same streets
every day and never said hello, encouraging people into
supportive communities, and changing perceptions around
the DTES. This is what we expected and yet it is so much
more. Everyone is looking for connectivity, looking for opportunity to engage with others, to give to something they
believe in. This goes for those living in poverty, with complex barriers to stability, as much as it goes for those living
with perceived plenty, in the stability of their own homes.
The bees are an incredible vector for the growth of community; they offer therapeutic respite, they offer an understanding of the complex balance that life requires for health, and
they teach us lessons about ourselves every day.
VOLUME 30, #2 SUMMER 2014
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From the UBC Research Lab
by Leonard J. Foster and M. Marta
Guarna with contributions by Steve
Pernal and the Bee IPM team.

evaluate other traits, particular those
related to productivity (more on this
below), and how to fund such effort.

Happy spring everyone! Our Bee
IPM project is wrapping up and at this
point we can say with confidence that
the results have exceeded our expectations. The data we have collected tells
us that indeed it is possible to select
for Hygienic Behaviour using protein
markers. What is even more encouraging is that the experiments testing the
response of selected and unselected
colonies to disease challenges support
that selection for hygienic behaviour
results in an increase ability of selected colonies to defend themselves
against infections and infestations.
Experiments where we infected hives
with Paenibacillus larvae showed that
selected colonies stayed healthier and
had a lower incidence of clinical symptom of American Foulbrood (AFB)
when compared to unselected benchmark hives. In addition, experiments
looking at Varroa infestations indicated improved removal of Varroa-infested brood and more frequent re-capping
after three generations of selection.

We have already initiated a smaller
project to specifically look for markers
of the traits associated with defense
against Varroa with support from the
Growing Forward 2 program and Genome BC. In this project we are also
trying to understand the relationship
of the different traits associated with
Varroa infestations such as mite fertility, decrease in brood infestation, and
recapping.

We also have good news from the
preliminary analysis on how the selected and unselected colonies compared
regarding economically important
traits. Selected hives had brood area
and honey production that was similar,
if not better, than imported or benchmark unselected stock. Since these results are from very controlled experiments, we also continue to work with
our co-operator producers to obtain
'real-life' feedback. We look forward to
learning more about how the selected
and unselected hives overwintered and
how they fare in the spring. This 'reallife' testing will give us a better feel
for the effect of selecting for hygienic
behaviour, which is just one trait that
would be considered in a breeding
program. We are now exploring the
possibility of expanding the project to
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One of the most rewarding aspects
of being involved in this project is our
interactions with all of you and being
able to discuss many aspects of bee
health at the BCHPA meetings and
beekeeping clubs. At the last BCHPA
business meeting and educational day,
we presented some of the project results and also discussed the diverse
immune defenses that bees have to
defend themselves against pathogen
both individually and collectively,
when the hive functions as a superorganism. We are trying to understand
the mechanisms of this aspect of bee
immune defenses that is called 'social
immunity' and how to communicate
the finding of our team and others.
One approach that we are exploring is
to use brief video and animation clips
such as the one we shared with you at
the meeting on Varroa Sensitive Hygiene. To see this video and other info
related to the Bee IPM project, please
visit us on the web at www.bee-ipm.
ubc.ca/outreach-activities. At the
BCHPA meeting, Marta also discussed
that even the healthy bee colonies
need to be monitored and treated when
needed, and she referred to the information available in the CAPA disease
publication that is now available in its
updated version. If you are interested
in obtaining a copy, please visit: http://
www.capabees.com/category/publications/ or ask at your local bee club.

Leonard Foster, BSc, PhD
Photo by Brian Hawkes, Genome BC

M. Marta Guarna
Finally, at the BCHPA meeting we
also mentioned that we are exploring
how we can help BC and Canada increase queen breeding and queen production capacity while maintaining or
improving the quality of the queens
produced. This is driven from a food
security point of view since we want
to try to be proactive with regards to
the potential that our external sources
of queens might be cut off at some

point due to emerging diseases. Having a test for
hygienic behaviour is one step in this direction,
however we are exploring the possibility of extending this approach to testing for other traits.
At the same time, we would like to work with
queen breeders and queen producers to explore
challenges and solutions, and also work with the
producers that would receive these queens to
explore their interest in incorporating Canadian
queens in their operations. An economic analysis of the medium and long-term feasibility of
increasing Canadian queen production would be
done at the start of such project, as well as testing
on the preferred queen overwintering methods
which would be essential to have queens available early in the season. We are in the first steps
of the planning process exploring interest and
potential sources of support. If you are involved
in queen breeding and/or queen production and
would like to become involved in the discussion,
please get in touch with us at Foster@CHiBi.
ubc.ca or GMarta@outlook.com. ❀

Canadian Honey Council Report
On March 25, 2014 an
industry and government Bee
Health Workshop was held
in Ottawa. The necessity to
take a comprehensive look at
the various factors impacting
bee health in Canada brought
together a diverse group of
stakeholders.
Participants
included beekeeper groups,
Gerry McKee,
grain, horticulture and organic
Canadian
farm groups, chemical and seed
Honey Council
industry representatives, federal
and provincial governments and bee health experts.
Susie Miller, Director General of Strategic Development,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, welcomed the group and
provided some opening comments. Rod Scarlett, Canadian
Honey Council, and Co-chair of the workshop, welcomed
everyone and provided an overview of the contribution of
pollinators from a national perspective. He commented on
the 2012 and 2013 bee losses in Ontario and Québec and
noted that there was also a myriad of other problems that
effect honey bee health.
“We know if we develop a national and inclusive
approach, everyone will be better off. If we can’t work
together, everyone will lose something because so much is
at stake,” Rod concluded.
The overarching goal for this initiative is to ensure

a sustainable future for agriculture and for beekeepers.
Specific goals of the meeting were to provide an opportunity
for the main stakeholders to discuss and understand bee
health and gain a better appreciation for the perspectives
of different stakeholders. Identification of specific actions
in which the stakeholders could work together to build on
successes and focus on improvements to bee health was
considered an important outcome.
The meeting was structured around several bee health
themes:
1. Bee Care and Nutrition
2. Pests & Pathogens (diseases and viruses)
3. Pesticides (in the hive and outside of the hive)
4. Environment/Surroundings
5. Agricultural Needs
Several key questions for each theme area were presented:
1. What is already underway in this area?
2. Where are the gaps and what needs should be considered?
3. What else can be done?
The need and opportunities for Canada’s beekeepers are
expected to continue to grow and this group of stakeholders
demonstrated a commitment of working together to find
positive outcomes for pollinator health as well as agricultural
production.
The group agreed to continue to meet in a collaborative
manner within a year. A steering committee was scheduled
to convene in May. ❀
VOLUME 30, #2 SUMMER 2014
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CAPA Manual
A new book with up-to-date
information on honey bee diseases and pests in Canada, is
now available. The Canadian
Association of Professional
Apiculturists has produced its
3rd edition of their very successful manual for beekeepers.
This 72 page full colour edition
of "Honey Diseases and Pests",
has current information with
dozens of photos, in an easy to
read format. Each chapter has
been written by an expert in their field of apiculture. Coeditors Stephen Pernal and Heather Clay have produced a
readable book with tips for cultural, physical and chemical
management methods. These useful techniques form the basis of an integrated pest management system that can help
reduce pest treatment expenses. This expanded edition has
valuable information for new and experienced beekeepers.
Thanks to the work of so many volunteers, the price is an
amazingly low $10 plus tax and shipping. Order online at
www.capabees.org. ❀
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FLYING
DUTCHMAN
Feed Bee
Pollen
Substitute
Varroa Nator
Screened Bottom Boards
BEE SUPPLIES, PACKAGES
NUCS AND QUEENS
Vancouver Island Pollination Services
6124 Metral Dr., Nanaimo BC V9T 2L6
Phone 250-390-2313 1-877-390-6890
Fax 250-390-5180
E-mail: flydutch@telus.net Stan & Cheryl Reist

Help on the Ground
Tech Transfer Teams and how they can help commercial beekeepers
From a webinar given by Marla Spivak on April 22, 2014
It can be accessed in it's entirety here:
http://ncrcrd.msu.edu/ncrcrd/innovations_in_agriculture_
and_rural_development
I want to give one example of how the tech teams then can
interact with collaborative and cooperative research. This
was an example from 2011 where bee breeders in California
thought that Pristine, which is a fungicide that they were
applying at the time of almond bloom was affecting their
queen bee development. So, they sent out a “cry for help”
to the tech team that was in California, and they ran a few
tests, and then called in the big guns, Dr. Johnson from Ohio
State, (Reed Johnson), to run some more specific studies.
And, after a couple of years of studies, he found that in fact
it wasn't the Pristine fungicide that was affecting the queens
directly, it was additives that they were putting in a tank mix
that was applied at the time of the fungicide, where they
were adding some insect growth regulator, and some other
insecticides that were affecting the queen bee development.
And so this was because the tech team was out there, on
the ground, working with the beekeepers. They heard their
cry for help, and they responded by calling a researcher who
then was able to get to the bottom of the problem. So the
benefit of this to the beekeepers is that they have experts
[the Tech Team] and they are independent people, they are
not really affiliated with a university per se, some are at universities, but they're independently trained and operating
people, they're not government people, they're not regulatory people; they sample and analyze the samples, they perform the hygienic testing and they keep records. And they
get the report back in time to the beekeepers, very quickly,
so that they can make treatment decisions and select their
breeder stock. They are able to anonymously look at these
reports and compare how their disease and mite and virus
levels compare among the beekeepers in their region. And
this puts a little competition, a little fire under the bellies of
many of them to 'uh-oh – I better clean up my act or, what
can I learn and what can I do better to develop best management practices.'

Recently I got feedback from a queen producer in Northern California, and their bees are as healthy as they've ever
been. It's routine now to have potential breeders tested for
hygienic behaviour, and this is how this queen producer selects queens and using the information that the tech team
gives and their own information and records they decide
who will be their breeders. ❀

Canadian dealer
for Beeline Apiaries & Woodenware
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Mention this ad and receive 5% off all purchases of $50 or more.
Offer ends June 30, 2014

Joel Carpenter
Rosedale, B.C.

604-845-9575
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Plants for Bees in BC
Raspberry
The native North American red raspberry is
Rubus idaeus ssp. strigosus. Rubus. idaeus.
ssp. idaeus is native across northern Europe
to northwestern Asia. Raspberry cultivars
(cultivated varieties grown in gardens
or commercially) have been bred from
European plants or hybrids of European
and North American plants, and have
naturalized in many locations.
The species occurs naturally in cool
temperate regions of North America as
well as Eurasia. In British Columbia the
native plants are found in open forests and
fields in the lowlands and montane zones,
mostly in and east of the Cascade and Coast
Mountains. ~ Fred Ganders, http://www.
biodiversity.ubc.ca/museum/herbarium/
newsletter/Raspberry.html

Cultivated raspberries are an important
local crop. British Columbia is the largest
raspberry producer in Canada - about 12
million kilograms annually are produced
on just 5,000 acres of farmland. Only three
percent of raspberries are sold fresh and the
rest are processed into jams, jellies, drinks,
canned and frozen retail and wholesale
packs and bakery product.
~ Raspberry Industry Development
Council
In recent years the amount of raspberries
being grown in BC has been changing, as
cheaper imports have become available
and as competition from other berry crops
grows, particularly blueberries. Some
farmers who would normally have their
raspberry crops pollinated by honey bees
are choosing not to do so, as the price that
the crop has been fetching has been low.
This year in the Fraser Valley some farmers
are switching to blueberries instead.
Traditionally the price per hive pollinating
raspberries has been low compared to
other berries, as raspberries are favoured
by the bees and other berry crops are less
nutritious.
Raspberries produce both pollen and
nectar that is used by honey bees. Some
report that the honey produced from
raspberry flowers is light in colour, similar
to that produced from white clover. Others
report that honey from raspberries is a light
amber colour. It is a popular honey that
sells well. The raspberry honey flow is
usually is very good and it can overlap with
the end of blueberries, and does overlap
with cranberries. Beekeepers can make
more money pollinating cranberries than
they can raspberries, but they’ll get more
honey per hive from raspberries.

Clockwise from top left. Wildflower Honey,
Raspberry Honey, Blueberry Honey, Pumpkin
Honey.
Photo by Sharon Ellis,
http://www.westhamislandherb.ca
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Pollen from raspberries has an average
crude protein content (19%); compare
this with canola pollen (23%) and almond
pollen (26%), which are considered to
have high crude protein content, those with
lower crude protein levels like sunflower
(16%) and pine (7%). ~ Ellis et. Al, 2013,
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/in868

Photos by Bruce Little
The raspberry or hindberry
comes in a variety of colours
and blossom times. The plant
likes full sun, acidic soil and
can be grown in hardiness
zones 3-9. Raspberries self
propagate using basal shoots
(suckers). In our garden we
have 3 or 4 varieties including
an orange variety and a
double or everbearing which
will produce in early summer
and again in the fall. This
plant is a major food source
for our bees from May to
June. ~ Bruce Little
http://strathconabeekeeprs.
blogspot.ca/

Honey bee on raspberry flower.
Raspberry flowers are composite flowers, which means that they are made
up of many tiny individual flowers (called florets) all joined together. Every
floret needs to be pollinated or the fruit will be low in quality. The quality, shape,
flavour and size of the raspberry fruit are all directly tied to the efficiency of
the pollinators. It takes many visits by many bees to make a fruit round and
sweet. The drooping bloom which opens in early summer (late May or early
June) resembles the linden in that the nectar is not easily washed out by rain. This
may account for the fact that these two plants are good sources of nectar nearly
every year.

A field of cultivated raspberries.
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Cover Crops in Orchards
by Eric Mussen,
from his UC Apiaries Newsletter, Nov/Dec 2013
http://entomology.ucdavis.edu/files/181154.pdf
The value of cover crops in certain cropping systems have
been discussed for decades. The current need for abundant
sources of forage for honey bee colonies has reignited the
discussion. Should beekeepers ask their growers, and other
growers, to plant crops specifically for bees to use as forage? The advantage to the beekeepers is pretty obvious.
Some advantages to the growers will be described below,
since our UC Farm Advisors have worked around this question for years. But some of the
growers would just have to be
altruistic about providing food
for bees that they may never
need for pollination services.
It will be a hard sell, especially
when there is little water left in
California to irrigate anything.
A 2001 “The Pomology
Post” from the Madera County
Cooperative Extension office contained the following information on “Cover Crops in Orchards” by Brent Holtz.
Brent wrote that cover crop choices are numerous but they
have to fit the soil type, management practices, and irrigation systems. Soils can be improved and nitrogen added by
growing and incorporating winter and summer legumes.
Cowpeas can add between 100 to 130 pounds of nitrogen
per acre (California Agriculture 48(5): 43-48). Left on the
soil surface, the same plants tend not to release as much
nitrogen into the ground. It is released into the air. Grasses
take up a lot of nitrogen which is returned to the soil over
time, but slowly.
Cover crops can reduce water and wind erosion; reduce
dust; suppress weed growth; attract and sustain beneficial
insects; and improve soil structure and water penetration.
About 20 percent of California's irrigated crop land has water penetration problems, and crops like alfalfa, cotton, fruit
and nut trees are adversely affected by that problem.
Cover crops are not without their problems. They can
suppress root growth near the soil surface in vineyards and
orchards, especially in young vineyards. They consume
quite a bit of water and can increase the possibility of frost
damage. But if the cover crop is mowed periodically and the
top 12 inches of soil kept moist, freezing should not be a
problem. In the summer, a cover crop keeps the soil surface
cooler, and also increases relative humidity, keeping dust
down and reducing potential spider mite problems.
Often growers will plant self-reseeding cover crops that
will produce a new stand of plants in the fall. Be sure to
provide enough water to get the seed mature in the spring.
Early-maturing varieties of crimson clover, subterranean
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clover and burr medic are commercially available. That may
work for a while, but the weeds are sure to resurge eventually. Buying and planting new seed on a three-to-five year
basis is typical. Also consider the future. If you do not wish
to have the cover crop around perpetually, try to select “less
invasive” species. White and strawberry clovers can get out
of hand under some circumstances.
Another word to the wise: “Cover cropping, like any new
practice, should be approached slowly and methodically. It
may be valuable to test several species or mixtures to find
the most appropriate cover crop. It usually is a good idea
to begin on a small scale in order to learn from mistakes
without incurring unnecessary
expenses. With persistence and
creativity, cover cropping can
provide many benefits with little extra cost.”
Farm Advisor Chuck Ingels
from Sacramento County offered further advice. Problems
can occue when cover crops
are grown perennially as monocrops. For example, when Cahaba white vetch is grown for
a while, it can be affected by diseases in the soil, and alfalfa
weevils can become quite plentiful in continuous stands of
burr medic. Portions of fields with sand streaks or different
soil nutrients may not be compatible with certain species.
High biomass cover crops, like bell beans, vetch, and
field peas are normally easy to grow. Lana woolypod is one
of the most vigorous vetches that blooms and it matures earlier than purple vetch. Common vetch has extrafloral nectaries on the stipules that bees like to visit. Cahaba vetch is
interesting in that it has been shown to suppress root knot
nematodes. These plants are disced in the spring to serve as
“green manure.” The periodic addition of organic matter to
the soil enhances microbial populations, and improves soil
structure and nutrient cycling. Often a grass, such as oats or
barley, is included in the mix to give the vetch something to
climb on.
More information on cover crops can be found at the
website of the UC Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education Program: http://www.sarep.ucdavis.edu.
A final contribution from Wilbur Reil, A Yolo County
Farm Advisor (retired), explains how to know if the cover
crop is helping with soil nutrition. “I strongly recommend
a leaf analysis from each orchard to “fine-tune” a nitrogen
fertilizer program. Leaves should be collected in late June
or July annually. While a single year will show if the nitrogen level is deficient or adequate, it does not indicate if the
current program is increasing or decreasing. Collecting leaf
samples every year will provide information on whether the
level is adequate and also whether the current fertility program needs range adjustment.” ❀

Builder's Corner - Observation Frame
Here's a bit of info about this observation frame:
The size of the plexiglass pieces are 1/8 x 10 x 18 3/4
inches. The inside space between the plexiglass is 2 inches.
I put 2 vent holes on each side piece and one larger one on
the top, and covered them with pieces of wire mesh. The
notched block on the bottom is 2 inches wide (to keep the
plexi spread) and also keeps the frame from rocking back

and forth while holding it sideways (so folks can hear the
bees). I also have a small nail in each top vent slot to keep
the frame from moving in the long way direction.
I've had it at the Farmer Market's and the Day of the Honeybee, and I just grab an end frame early in the morning. All
are happy listening and seeing the bees. Having a queen and
brood is not really necessary. ❀
~ Walter Steidle, photos by James Steidle

photo by Jovanka Djordevich
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2 Queen Colonies
by Ivan McGill, Prince George, BC
Editor's note: The following is a description of how to set up equipment for colonies with 2 queens. This information is
coming too late for most in the southern areas in the province to try this year, but it is good to think about new strategies
and research them for awhile before trying anything new.
Make a rim around 3 sides similar to bottom board. Make an 8x8 square in the
middle and put 2 pieces of 5 to the inch screen on both sides of the square. The
bees can go through the mesh but the queen can't. You will also need 2 frame
feeders that replace an outside frame in both the top and bottom division. You
will have to order another queen to make this work properly.

From May 1 to May 15 or later, when your colonies are in 2 brood
boxes, insert a queen excluder between the 2 boxes. Come back 7
days later, check for eggs and that is where the queen will be. If she
is in the top box, then reverse the boxes to make sure that the queen
is on the bottom.
I have done this as late as June 11. But this is not recommended
until more results have been experienced.

For best results put a screen on the front of hive and take the top brood
box (without the queen) at least 2 miles from the home location. If this is
not possible, then put the brood box on a solid bottom board and put an
entrance reducer on the front. Then plug the rest lightly with grass so the
bees can get out in 2 or 3 days.
Then, put the new queen in a cage between the middle 2 frames. You may
have to take a frame out to put in the queen cage.

After the new queen has some capped brood (after approximately 14
days), then put the new queen on top of the old queen with the special
screen board between the 2 brood chambers.
Add brood boxes as needed until the honey flow starts.

Hardie Honey
Package Bees • Honey • Wax • Bulk Bees • Queens
4035 Robson Road, Duncan BC V9L 6G7
Blaine & Jan
PH/Fax 250-746-4389
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Duaine 250-748-8471
hardiehoney@shaw.ca

Honey
Equipment
Bees

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.
✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders
(Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com

This where it gets tricky. The honey may start from the last of June until the
middle of July. At this point you should essentially have 2 double brood chamber hives on top of each other with the special devision screen separating them.
When the flow starts, split each double
in half with a queen excluder and leave
it on for 7 days. All the brood will be
capped when looking for the queen. If
there are eggs then that is where the
queen is. Also you should add a top
queen excluder, and then a honey box.
There are 2 options for how to proceed now.
Option 1, honey flow and colony increase:
Take the super with the new queen off the top and place it on a bottom board
away from the old queen that is in the old location. Most of the field bees will go
back to the old location. As the new bees hatch they will develop into a good hive
to winter. Add new supers as needed. You can treat this single hive early if you
don't take any honey off.
The old location ends up with the old queen in a single brood box with an excluder above. Above the excluder add tapered shims then the remaining two brood
boxes (to hatch out and be filled with honey). Then add honey supers as needed.
The reason for the shims is to give an upper entrance for the bees to use and also
provide an entrance for drones and perhaps a queen if one mistakenly hatches.
She would come back, start to lay and if you want to find her use queen excluders
between each super as done earlier.
As the honey flow ends (on approximately August 10th to the 20th in our area)
you would then take off honey supers and add another brood box to the old queen
so she can build up for winter.
It is then time to treat for mites and start feeding for winter.
Option 2, without colony increase:
lf instead you don't want another hive, then stack the 2 brood boxes on top of
each other. One has the old queen and brood, the other has the new queen and
brood. Above that use a queen excluder and again use 2 door shims as shown
in illustration for egress of bees/drones/virgins. Then add the remaining brood
boxes (again to hatch out and be filled with honey) and any surplus honey supers
as needed. The queens will sort themselves out and you end up with a strong
double hive configuration and a lot of honey above.
Conclusion:
This system may not be for everyone, but it gives another option for keeping
bees. As you have probably noticed there is no one way of doing things, but this
system has been successful for me in my northern climate.
The advantages include up to 50% to 75% more honey, the creation of another
hive for winter or wintering of a new queen. You encounter less swarming because you are working with smaller hives until the honey flow starts. There is
less traveling time, no unproductive hives and if you lose a queen then just put
the 2 hives together.
The disadvantages are that you have to purchase an extra queen and have extra
equipment including: 2 frame feeders per unit, lots of excluders and special division boards. There will be more honey to extract and you will need more honey
boxes. There is also extra work in manipulating hives. ❀
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association
ARMSTRONG APIARIES
James Macdonald
Armstrong, B.C. V0E 1B5
jamesmacdonald@telus.net
250-546-3237
QN
ASHCROFT HONEY
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
250-373-2540
marglomond@gmail.com
QN
BARRY BEADMAN
barry&diane@telus.net
Oliver
250-498-3153
QN
BARRY’S BEES
North Pender Island
Barry Denluck
bees@dencor.ca
Victoria
250-598-1159
QNP
BRENDA'S BEES
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
bzbees@telus.net 250-7555834
QC
CAMPBELL'S GOLD HONEY
FARM AND MEADERY
Mike and Judy Campbell
Abbotsford
www.bchoney.com
mikecampbell@bchoney.com
604-856-2125
N
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KETTLE VALLEY QUEENS
Elizabeth Huxter
Grand Forks
lizandterry@gmail.com
250-442-5204
QN
CASPIAN APIARIES
Hossein Yeganehrad
New Westminster
1-888-906-3938
www.caspianapiaries.com
info@caspianapiaries.com
NPQC
GOLDEN EARS APIARIES
Jean-Marc LeDorze
Mission
jmcshipley@shaw.ca
604-820-6924
QNCP
HEATHER HIGO
Langley
heather.higo@gmail.com
604-532-6904
QN
HONEYBEE CENTRE
John Gibeau
Surrey
info@honeybeecentre.com
604-575-2337
QP
JINGLEPOT APIARIES
Sol Nowitz
Nanaimo
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
250-753-9619
QNP

• B = Bulk Bees

• C = Queen Cells

• Q=Queens

• N = Nucs

• P = Packages

• S = Shook Swarm
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ROD JO MOODY APIARIES
Rodney & Jo Moody
Cowichan Bay
rodjo@telus.net
250-743-1939
Q
SILVER STAR APIARIES
Richard Springborn
Vernon
rspringborn@gmail.com
250-379-2567
N
SKEENA VALLEY APIARY
Rudi Peters
Terrace
250-615-7404
www.skeenavalleyapiary.com
r.peters@telus.net
QN
SWEET NECHAKO HONEY
Jon & Susan Aebische
Vanderhoof
(250) 567-5037
Fax: (250) 567-2177
sweet02@telus.net
www.sweetnechakohoney.ca
QN
VAN ISLE APIARIES
AND BEE PRODUCTS
Grant Stringer
Saanichton
250-652-9834
vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNB

Clips from the PasT
During WW II the Federal Department of
Agriculture issued scores of special pamphlets for the promotion of various aspects
of agriculture under the title of "War-Time
Production Series".
They seem to have been for the promotion
of small scale farming as a way to offset
the negative effect the war had on food
production.
They included pamphlets on fruit production, ground crops, dairy, poultry, and most
other types of farming.
As the issue on BEES was number 2 in
the series it suggests that bees and honey
production was held to be of considerable
importance. (It is to be noted that the issue
titled "The Wartime Garden" is number
75!)

!"
Submitted here is a War-Time Production Series on BEES - spring
management, published in 1943.
The front page and the Summary
are reproduced.
The information presented is rather self-evident but is included in
"Clips" mainly for its historical interest.
~ John Boone

!"
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Fort St. John Chef Loves
her Local Honey
by Katie Wintersgill
I would say my biggest influence in
cooking has always been my Mom. I remember many long summer nights canning peaches and making spaghetti sauce
from fresh tomatoes and cooking has
always been a part of our family atmosphere. My influences took a huge turn
only a year into my career when I was
diagnosed with Celiac Disease. It forced
me to reinvent everything I knew about
food and I actually decided not to attend culinary school because of it. I accepted my condition as a challenge and starting seeing food for its medicinal and nutritional benefits and
I have a great interest into branching into holistic nutrition.
The Whole Wheat 'n' Honey Cafe in Fort St. John, where I
work, is a sort of safe haven for people with restricted diets
because I have tried to make the existing menu as versatile
as possible.
I am a true born BC girl! I lived in Victoria until 1999
and I've spent many summers there but the economy forced
us to find refuge in FSJ. I've learned to love the North; the
weather patterns may be daunting
to some but I've seen some of the
most beautiful sunsets and snowfalls that I never would have otherwise.
I always aspired to work in
a professional kitchen and with
youthful courage I applied for a
kitchen position at Whole Wheat
'n' Honey immediately out of
highschool. With minimal kitchen
experience, other than some soup
kitchen volunteering and an addiction to the food network, I worked
my way up over the years and have
many personal dishes on our feature menus today. I've had the opportunity to meet many amazing
people, with and without culinary
backgrounds, and I've learned that
this is a profession that never stops
teaching. Everyone has something
to bring to the table even if it is just
a great attitude.
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Whole Wheat 'n' Honey Cafe is a West
Coast style coffee house. It has become a
social hub of the town where you can often see travelers, businessmen, even the
Mayor sitting and enjoying a daily soup
and sandwich with a specialty coffee. We
feature as many local foods as we can,
seasons allowing, and try to keep healthy
and fresh in mind.
Our honey is a local and it gets, produced less than an hour away by Rose
Prairie Honey. We use honey everywhere in our menu from
our signature dish "The Whole Wheat and Honey" to cinnamon buns, bran muffins, vegetarian borscht and roasting
seasonal vegetables. I love honey for its robust flavor and
my favourite is definitely dandelion. However, the selection
of wildflowers in the Peace Region create a blend that is really hard to beat. In my experience working with honey is
simply that you can't go wrong, it never goes bad, our only
problem is running out!
I have yet to personally work with bees but I am eager to
try. My partner and I want to experience the life of homesteading and tiny house dwelling
and we are changing our entire
lifestyle to do that. I'm actually
leaving WWH in June for my next
adventure from the commercial
kitchen to a homestead one.
Unfortunately we did decide to
cancel our shipment of bees. (We
had planned to start beekeeping
this summer). We managed to arrange shipping but noticed that
some of our bee boxes in storage had become damaged. We
did know that the supplier has a
waiting list for bees and decided
it would be in our best interest to
try next year with more time to be
fully prepared. However, we did
have the exciting time this past
few months learning how to hatch
chicken eggs and we have a whole
coop of month old chickens that
are very happy and healthy. One
thing at a time I suppose!

Blueberry Honey Bran Muffins
yields 12
Dry Ingredients:
2 cups white flour
2 cups whole wheat flour
1 1/2 cups brown sugar
1 tbsp cinnamon
2 tsp baking soda
2 tsp baking powder
pinch of salt
1 cup fresh or frozen blueberries

The Whole Wheat and Honey
Ingredients:
A small bowl of your favourite fruit
and berries (we use pineapple, grapes,
bananas and strawberries).
1/3 cup mixed granola and nuts
2 scoops plain greek style yogurt
honey
2 tsp. bee pollen (optional)
Method:
Pour granola and nuts on top of fruit, top
with yogurt. Drizzle with Honey to taste,
and sprinkle bee pollen on top if desired.

Gluten-Free Pizza Crust
yields two personal sized crusts
Wet Ingredients:
1 cup warm water
1 tbsp honey
2 tsp instant yeast
1/2 tsp salt
1/3 cup vegetable oil
1 egg beaten

Wet ingredients:
2 eggs beaten
1 cup vegetable oil
1/2 cup honey
2 cups milk
2 tsp lemon juice
3 cups wheat bran

Combine wet ingredients and allow bran to absorb moisture for a
minimum of 30 minutes. Combine
with dry ingredients and bake at
375°F for 25-35 minutes.

Borscht
Ingredients:
1 diced onion
2 diced carrots
1 tbsp dried dill
2 tsp caraway seed
1 tsp fennel seed
1 tsp thyme
2 cloves minced garlic
1-2 tbsp honey
1 tsp lemon zest
1/2 small cabbage
or fennel bulb - shredded
1 diced potato

Dry Ingredients:
2/3 cup brown rice flour
1/3 cup cornstarch
2/3 cup potato starch
1/3 cup chickpea flour
1 tbsp psyllium husk (optional)
1/2 tsp guar gum
Egg wash:
1 egg beaten
2 tbs water

4 medium sized beets
sliced or grated
1 cup tomato puree
vegetable stock to cover
salt to taste
Method:
Sauté onions, carrots and spices in
oil in a large soup pot. Add garlic,
honey, lemon zest and cabbage and
cook until lightly browned. Add remaining ingredients and cover with
veggie stock, simmer until beets are
tender, approximately 1hr. Garnish
with sour cream and fresh dill.
Partly emulsifying finished soup
with a hand blender adds a nice
hearty texture.

Mix water, yeast and honey and allow to stand until bubbles form. Combine
with remaining wet ingredients. Mix dry ingredients and combine with wet
to form a smooth dough. Split dough into two parts and shape into crusts on
a parchment lined baking sheet. Cover with a cloth and allow to rise for 30
minutes.
Add toppings to raw dough and brush crust with egg wash (optional). Bake
pizza for 20 minutes, or longer for a crunchy crust.
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While BC beekeepers have had better
survival rates than producers in other
parts of the country in recent years,
there are ongoing concerns about the
impact of high colony losses on beekeepers and the agricultural industries
that depend on bees for crop pollination. Simply put, no bees no fruit and
seeds!
Producers can manage their risk and
one way is by enrolling in the AgriStability program. Thae program protects
producers against declines in their net
farming income due to market conditions, production loss or increased
costs of production. The way it works
is AgriStability compares participant’s
current year margin to their reference
margin. A payment is made when the

margin in the current year falls more
than 30% below the reference margin.
What is Program Margin?
It is a farm’s allowable income minus
the producer’s allowable expenses in a
given year. It includes adjustments for
changes in receivables, payables and
inventory.
What is Reference Margin?
It is your farm’s average program year
for the three of the past five years. (The
lowest and the highest margins are
dropped from the calculation.)
How can AgriStability help you?
A small drop in revenue can mean a
relatively large drop in your program
year margin, especially when your
expenses remain consistent or increase.
AgriStability is an effective risk
management tool for income declines
caused by drought, disease, bears and
other production factors.

2014 SEASON
1 KILO
* VINTAGE* METAL
PAIL FOR HONEY
524875
Available
end of May

NEw items
750g
PLASTIC BEAR

If there is enough
interest, we will
get the bear
produced
212ML
BEE 2 BEE JAR
58mm
497643

Since inventories are included in the
margin determination, the program
covers beehive losses that are caused
by disease, infection from mites and
poor weather. Where BC beekeepers
stockpile extra honey inventory in
case of poor production the following
summer, the carry over inventory is
considered income the year produced,
not the following year.
The deadline to apply for Agristability this year has passed. However if
you have questions about the program
and what is required to enroll and participate, or have specific questions relating to your farm or business, please
contact your regional AgriStability
representative toll free at 1- 877-3432767.

BOONE HODGSON WILKINSON FUND
Funding the Study of Apiculture in British Columbia
Since 1965
Applications
are processed
during the winter
months.
For further
information
or donations
please contact:

Stay UP-TO-DATE with our new products by downloading

our HONEY CATALOGUE at www.dominiongrimm.ca

New products ALWAYS being added!!
D&G supports Canadian manufacturers!

jenny@dominiongrimm.ca

1 877 676 1914
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SECRETARY-TREASURER
Dr. John Boone
3830 West 37th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6N 2W3
Tel 604-266-9301
jboone@telus.net
2014 DIRECTORS
John Boone
Ian Farber • Joe Lomond • Bob Meredith
CRA Registered Charity
Receipts for tax purposes will be issued
for donations of $20.00 or more.

BC Bee Breeders Association
Spring is upon us. Bee breeders
have been busily nurturing their
hives for the 2014 queen rearing season. In the South Islands,
drones have been flying (for the
last 2 weeks of April). Hopefully
the first hatch of queens around
May 1st will be able to mate
well.
I have received calls from
around North America, including from Montreal and Florida,
looking for queens this year.
Suggesting that demand is very
strong. Our members are continuing research on methods and
hiving structures to produce a
cost effective way of wintering bees to meet this demand.
Richard Springborn has taken on the position of lead Individual in regards to chemicals that are used in the Soft
Fruits and Berry Industries and he will also liaise with the
Federal and Provincial Governments for the BCHPA.
At last year's BCHPA AGM in Kelowna the BC

Round comb section
equipment and
Sundance pollen traps.
Contact your dealer for supplies.

Ross Rounds, Inc.
PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370
www.rossrounds.com

Van and
Isle
Apiaries
Bee Products

Bee Breeders Association partnered with BCHPA to fund Sue
Cobey as a guest speaker. Reports confirmed she was well
received by those attending. We
at the BC Bee Breeders look forward to continuing our strong relationship with BCHPA.
As a result of a significant flu
infection, I was unable to attend
the recent BCHPA semi annual
in Kamloops. I will report on all
outstanding topics at the upcoming BCHPA AGM in Richmond.
Brenda Jager is continuing
her development of protocols
and procedures for assessment of
bees. The project started as the Duncan Assessment Yard
which has been expanded as the Bee Assessment Yard(s).
For more information about the BC Bee Breeders Association, please check out our website at http://bcbeebreeders.ca. ❀
~ Barry Denluck

Saskatraz breeding stock
available in 2014
ueen cells from tested Saskatraz breeders ( 20).
Closed population mated breeder queens ( 300).
out crossed breeder queens ( 100).
Saskatraz stock carrying SH trait added in 2012, also available
as queen cells and mated queens in May 2014. Inquire.
Limited number of Saskatraz Hybrid production queens available
April 15th to August 2014 ( 28 to 34).
These hybrids will produce pure Canadian Saskatraz drones for
stud use. All breeding stock tested and certified.
See www.saskatraz.com for breeding information and updates.
Saskatraz stock bred in Saskatchewan for honey production,
wintering ability and resistance to mites and brood diseases.

NUCS • QUEENS
PACKAGES
Grant Stringer
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

Email a.j.robertson@sasktel.net
or phone (306)-373-9140
cell (306)-270-6627 for prices and availability.
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BCHPA Convention &
Annual General Meeting
September 25th - 27th, 2014

Richmond, BC
Delta Vancouver Airport Hotel

Speakers confirmed to date include:

Marla Spivak

Medhat Nasr

Jean-Marc
LeDorze

Shelley Hoover

Dewey Caron

Join us for an opportunity to learn, meet people working on a
diverse array of beekeeping topics, and have some fun too!
Events planned include:
Trade Show with 20 vendors • Honey Contest • Significant Other Program
Early Bird Draw • Banquet • Wine and Cheese Social

Check the BCHPA website for more information at www.bcbeekeepers.com
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In Loving Memory
Our Association would like to express sincere
condolences to Wayne Neidig and his family for
the loss of his wife Sandra, who died on April
29th following complications from an accidental
fall on April 1st. Wayne, their four children and
five of six grandchildren were at her bedside.

Does your bee club host
information or
education workshops
throughout the season?

The 61st Annual Beaverlodge
Beekeepers’ Field Day

Friday, June 20, 2014
Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada
Research Farm
Beaverlodge, Alberta

Guest speakers this year include
Dr. Jeff Pettis • Beltsville Bee Lab
Dr. Eva Forsgren • Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences.

Contact the BCHPA librarian for a list
of timely videos and DVD’s on a wide range of subjects
related to keeping healthy honey bees.
Ian Farber
3249 Schubert Road, Kamloops, BC V2B 6Y4
Ph: 250-579-8518
E-mail: ian_farber@telus.net

The program will begin at 10:00 a.m.
with outdoor demonstrations as well as talks from
professionals on the latest findings in bee research.
Also in attendance will be Provincial Apiculturists and
representatives from the Canadian Honey Council, the
Alberta Beekeepers’ Commission and the Alberta Honey
Producers’ Cooperative.

Don’t miss the FREE noon BBQ
sponsored by honey industry members
For more information contact
Dr. Steve Pernal at: Steve.Pernal@agr.gc.ca
We look forward to seeing you all there!
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Regional Reports
North Vancouver Island
~ Robert Eberle
North Island beekeepers are
reporting heavy losses this past fall
and winter. Losses of 50-75% were
mostly in the late fall due to a large
aggressive wasp population. This
possibly created weak hives that
struggled through winter. A few
early season bear attacks have also
taken their toll on some yards. We have had a very mild
winter, but got hit in February and March with a few late
season snow storms combined with a drop in temperature to
below zero. This caught some colonies by surprise as I am
sure they thought that spring had already arrived.
Larry and Marilyn Lindahl have sold their beekeeping
equipment business Bees ‘n’ Glass. The proud new owners
are Matthew Tooley and Megan Foden of Duncan B.C. The
new location is 2827 Roberts Road. Duncan BC Phone
number: 778-455-5058. E-mail: beesnglass@thebeestore.ca
Matt and Megan have been attending the Comox Valley
Bee Club meetings and plan to continue making the monthly
drive to bring supplies that club members have ordered.
Matt and Megan are also happy to ship your orders directly
to you. Welcome Matt and Megan.
Larry has continued to attend the local meetings giving
our members the benefit of his many years of beekeeping
knowledge. We are all very grateful for his sage advice and
support. When asked if this means that they are now retired
he replied: “Heck no, I still have a farm to run.” For all the
years of service and advice to the beekeepers of the Island,
many thanks to you both.
Club President Jenn Dilfer reports that the Comox
Valley Beekeeper Club is going strong with over 60 people
at the March meeting! The club ran a great Learn to be a
Beekeeper course in early spring with over 20 newbees and
on Saturday April 5th Brenda Jager taught an intermediate
course with 15 participants. The field day will follow on
April 28th.
The club has been busy promoting interest in honey
bees by sponsoring the World Community Food Film
Festival showing of More than Honey - which has great
cinematography. The club is planning to celebrate the Day
of the Bee with a Night of the Bee family fun dance and
costume party. “We are hopeful for a nice spring with a good
nectar flow. Our club is hoping - to embrace the reason we
all started doing this - the honey bee. Maybe by focusing
on the positive, the bees will thrive. Worth a shot anyway.”
Gordon Cyr from Mason Bee Central was the guest
speaker for the April meeting. Gordon raises and sells blue
orchard mason bees and supplies in the Comox Valley. He is
currently increasing his stock in order to provide pollination
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services for orchards. He has an interesting program where
he rents out mason bees for the summer season then takes
them back in the fall to ensure the survival of the eggs by
controlling their environment. He can be reached through
his website www.masonbeecentral.com.
Local farmer, Arzeena Hamir spoke to the club about
the recent Bill C-18 that may potentially make saving seeds
illegal and force farmers to pay seed companies a portion of
their profits. Arzeena encouraged members to write to John
Duncan (Member of Parliament, http://johnduncanmp.com/
contact) explaining that this is NOT an acceptable bill. This
issue is of great concern to club members.
Upcoming Comox Valley events include:
April 29th Brenda Jager will be speaking to the club
about CCD/AFB/EFB etc.
May 28th Larry Lindahl will be speaking to the club about
honey tasting/judging as well as the many other aspects
of beekeeping gleaned from his 65 years of beekeeping
experience. Not to be missed!
Saturday May 31st will be our field day with Brenda
Jager. Anyone and everyone from the club can come on the
tour; however, there are limited spaces for actual bee yards
to be on the tour.
May 31st 2014 The Night of the Honeybee DANCE! Jen
Zacher has been inspired to organize a dance in celebration
of honey bees and beekeeping. Hooray! Music will be BEE
themed. There will be costumes and prizes and all matter
of fun.
June 30th Retired British Horticulturalist Trevor Sims
will be speaking to the club about pollination and the
relationship between bees and flowers. He will also speak
about the plants/flowers/trees that are good for bees.
South Okanagan
~ Blair Tarves
For three days starting April 4th, 750
single hives from Alberta that were
overwintered in the Similkameen
Valley were burned by our local Bee
Inspector Ray Levesque. On a spring
inspection he had found only 6 of
the 750 colonies even barely alive.
The operation was riddled with
AFB scale. Over the years Ray has made the elimination of
AFB a mission, and his diligence has practically eliminated
AFB in the South Okanagan. I haven’t treated for AFB with
antibiotics since the early 2000’s, so was pleased that Ray
discovered this infestation and dealt with it (especially since
the colonies were on the same ranch as one of my spring/
summer yards). Curious about how these hives had arrived
in B.C., I called Paul van Westendorp. 30,000 migratory
hives overwintered in B.C. this year. They must be inspected

in their home province before entering B.C. Paul provided
me with the following history of this operation: 2012, tested
positive for AFB and denied access to B.C. 2013: again
failed inspection, denied access. Later in 2013: Paul granted
conditional access. It was now too late in the season for
the hives to be re-inspected in Alberta, but if the beekeeper
promised to eliminate the AFB he could bring his bees to
B.C. and have them inspected here. He took advantage of
Paul’s generous offer and brought his uninspected, still
infected, hives to B.C. and then apparently tried to hide
them. They were discovered late fall 2013, and inspected
spring 2014.
North Okanagan
~ Chris Boulanger
I think the big story so far is how
slow “spring coming” seems to be
this year. I feel we are a good two
to three weeks behind a normal year
(I am writing this in early April).
However, we know how things can
turn around quickly. In the meantime,
nucleus production is delayed as
there are few drones flying around and new beekeepers
eager to get their first hives may likely have to wait until
early June to get their nucs. From an informal survey
done at our club level which comprises mostly the central
Okanagan valley, the average winter loss is around 21% (on
433 hives). Talking to the folks in the northern part of the
valley (Salmon Arm bee club) the loss seems substantially
higher, between 30% and 40%. No one specific reason for
the losses seems to stand out. According to Keith Rae, one
of our local experts, the drought we experienced last August
could be at the root of some of these losses. With little feed
around, the wasps, in their search for food, decimated or
weakened several colonies. The bees themselves used up a
lot of their honey reserve so if you did not weigh your hives
or did not do a thorough inspection in the fall, starvation
could have been the result come spring. As a consequence
of these fall and winter losses there has been an increased
demand for “packages” from New Zealand this spring at the
hefty price of $168.00 each.
In a different vein, our local club elected a new president
last month. His name is Dan Mawson and some of you
may remember him as one of the main organizers for the
BCHPA Kelowna conference last fall. Iʼm excited about this
as Dan is a very positive and creative individual who will
bring fresh ideas and excitement to our monthly meetings.
Looking around the room at these meetings I cannot help
but think how diverse a group beekeepers are and yet all
are united in our love for this incredible insect - the honey
bee. Each one of us seems to view and handle our bees in
a unique way. I will close with this quote from the Walter
Kelley newsletter:
“There is no one ʻrightʼ way to beekeep—because
circumstances vary constantly. Therefore, every beekeeper

is continuously developing their own style and system that
(hopefully) works for their relationship with their bees. By
sharing our techniques and staying open to all the different
perspectives and ideas of bee tending, no matter how absurd
or negative some manipulations and interventions may
seem, we can learn from them and decide for ourselves
whether or not it may be appropriate for our own systems.”
Happy beekeeping.
West Kootenays
~ Dave Johnson
This is mostly a follow up to my
previous report in which I was
speculating on whether the dysentery
observed in the hives was nosema or
honeydew.
Well..... after 50% loss of my
overwintered hives I can confirm
honeydew as the culprit. Samples of
bees were sent to Paul van Westendorp to test for nosema
which proved to be at very low levels. We observed at
times, during January and February: bees exiting the hive
and defecating as they came out leaving a dark brown stain
of feces on the front of the hives. At the same time, they
tumbled to the snow in front of the hives in droves. I use top
entrances in the winter so it was very obvious as the stain
covered the front of the top box and part of the bottom box.
The real mess, however, was inside on the tops and face
of the frames where the bees who could not make it to the
entrance to defecate just let go where they were.
I have experienced this phenomenon perhaps 15 or 20
years ago. Once you see it you never forget. The common
theme in both years was a heavy wasp population during the
summer especially late in the season. As we all know, bees
are the ultimate opportunist and of course so are wasps. A
fellow I was speaking to who gathers mushrooms and picks
berries was describing to me how he observed hordes of
wasps in the trees in one area where he was picking. The
bushes and the ground in the immediate area of some trees
was glistening with the material which was being given off
by the trees. Indeed, if he stood close to the affected trees,
he could feel a slight mist in the air. It is not a stretch to
consider any bee hives located near to this source of food
would also take advantage of it. I am not the only beekeeper
in our area to experience the honeydew effect. We have
noted that not all areas have been affected the same. Most
of my losses occurred in two bee yards close to each other
while other yards showed some signs of it but only a few
hives lost.
In Europe, honeydew is called “forest honey” and they
plan for it and know how to manage their hives by supplying
an alternate food for the winter other than what the bees
have gathered. They also get a premium price for it and we
have sold quite a bit of our crop to German people in our
area who have also taken some to relatives in Germany.
I dealt with the messy boxes and frames by washing with
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2014 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association
Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.

❏

❏

❏

New
Renewal
Please check here if renewing with an address change
Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________
Phone (

Province ___________

Postal Code _______________________

) ___________________________ Email __________________________________________

❏

I do not want my name and address published in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act.

$5 Million
Coverage
for only $55 year!

Beekeepers understand that there’s
strength in numbers. Our Group Liability
Insurance Policy is the best value you’ll find.
If you’re worried about stings, or bee smokers, or
other related beekeeping risks – this is for you.
Note: coverage runs
January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014.
Effective date of coverage
is based on date application and payment
is received at the BCHPA office.
Insurer will issue certificates
in due course.

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
Association or BCHPA, and mail to:

27137 28a Avenue,
Aldergrove, BC
V4W 3A4

Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.

BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES
0 to 25 Hives
$40
26 to 50 Hives
$50
51 to 150 Hives
$60
151 to 300 Hives
$70
301 to 500 Hives
$120
501 to 1000 Hives
$130
Over 1000 Hives
$200
* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE
** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement
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Includes
BeesCene & Hivelights

ADD ON $55

ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research
ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)
**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included
with Your BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

New Memberships and Renewals
can also be done online at
http://www.bcbeekeepers.com/membership-bchpa
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# of Hives _________

$50 CAD

TOTAL $

a warm spray of water and further rinsing with cold water
directed straight in the cells on the face of the comb. We
shook the water out of combs and did the rinse twice. So
far we have processed about forty or fifty boxes and all the
frames in the boxes. The frames come out looking very clean
and I stack them up and blow air up through the stack to dry
them which so far has kept them from developing mould.
So now we rebuild for the summer instead of increasing as
planned.
Our winter was somewhat extended this year but spring
seems to be catching up with some of the pollen sources
starting to yield in a somewhat shortened period. I think
we saw a pollen report just last week calling it the “perfect
storm” for allergy season.
We should see a very quick and concentrated build up
this year if the weather stays as warm as it has been the last
week or so.
Have a good productive summer.
Terrace
~ Rudi Peters
It looks like spring is finally around
the corner, trees are starting to leaf
and bees are flying around, skis are
being hung up for the season and
bikes are coming out. We had a class
of 8 people taking the beginner
beekeeping course, most of them
either had bees or were getting a
package of bees this spring. The packages arrived during
the first week of April. With our winter this year being kind
of backwards, a really warm January and February and then
a really cold first half of March, the winter survival rate was
affected by this swing in temperatures, going from +10°C
to -15°C in five days did get some. Most people so far have
a very good survival rate, for the region our survival rate is
above 80% which gives the hope of a good year.
Kamloops
~ David Masurat
Winter cut to the bone with a chilling
– 24°C for a few days and spring
seems to have had a tough fight to
wrestle free. Our losses averaged
to 16% for some 555 colonies over
twenty bee yards. One location
had a 40% loss of colonies due to
fluctuating temperatures and another
had the bees just disappearing for no apparent reason.
Almost half of our apiaries lost zero to one colony.
The Kamloops division has been working on an urban
beekeeping bylaw modification for five years. With a long
sigh and great rejoicing we have received approval to have
up to two colonies and two nucs on single-family lots in
the city of Kamloops. Congratulations to those tireless
volunteers who tenaciously saw this through.

The illustrious Ian Farber, bee guru, held a basic
beekeeping course with 29 students. The people in this
enthusiastic group came a great distance for the course and
it was good to see a large number of students from the local
university.
The Kamloops division will be holding a number of
events in the near future: April 26th is a field day, May 24th
is our annual picnic and May 31st will be the Day of the
Honey Bee celebration at the Kamloops farmers market.
With the new Urban beekeeping bylaw in place I’m sure we
will have a lot of interest in what it takes to be a beekeeper.
Details of these events may be seen on our website: www.
kamloopsbeekeepers.com
Cariboo
~ Katie Richardson
Spring has been late coming to the
Cariboo. It’s still a little cold for all
beekeepers to unwrap their hives,
Image
but the bees have started bringing
Not
in pollen. We haven’t had as many
Available
losses as we’ve heard reported from
other parts of the province, although
we have lost some to mites. The
Cariboo beekeepers have been busily preparing for spring.
All the seats were filled in Williams Lake’s Beginner
Beekeeping course held in March. Quesnel has added a few
new members to their club. Field days will happen across
the region in the next couple months. We are just waiting for
our new bees to arrive and for some warm spring weather!
Metro Vancouver
~ Jeff Lee
With spring has come a renewed
sense of purpose for Lower Mainland
beekeepers. Many of us are putting
the finishing touches on our winter
workshop projects, painting new and old - boxes, building frames and
making sure our gear is in top order
for the new season. For some it has
been a difficult winter. The wet season has taken a few hives
and what the rain or the fall wasps didn’t do in damage,
improper provisioning or mites have finished.
At the Richmond Beekeepers Association we conducted
an unscientific survey of our members in April, asking how
many had lost hives over the winter, and why. Twentyeight people who keep 183 hives responded. They lost
81, for an average loss of just over 44 per cent. However,
one beekeeper lost 20 of 44 hives, and another 10 of 24,
accounting for the majority of the losses. For some with one
or two hives, the losses were total, but a few who had two or
more hives reported zero losses.
The reasons for the failures included late fall queen
losses, starvation, nosema, mites and, of course, more mites!
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A number reported hives either died in the fall because of
wasps or went into winter weak because of them. There
was no one overwhelming reason for failure. I don’t know
that one should read too much into the percentage of losses,
since the club is predominantly made up of people with
fewer than five hives. Two commercial-scale beekeepers
who control thousands of hives in the Fraser Valley told me
their losses were between seven and 15 per cent.
Two spates of unseasonably warm weather in January and
February allowed some of us to briefly check our hives and
get emergency stores of sugar on to those that needed them.
Spring also means the arrival of imported packages of bees.
The first to arrive, right smack in the middle of a last-gasp
snowstorm, was a pallet of Kintail New Zealand bees at the
end of February. By the time the first pallet of Arataki bees
arrived on March 16 the weather was a bit more reasonable.
Package prices have gone up; tubes of Arataki bees went for
about $165; Kintail boxes were slightly less.
In preparation for package season Stan Reist of Flying
Dutchman Apiaries had given two talks on how to hive
packages; one in Victoria in February, and one on March
15 at the BCHPA Semi-Annual meeting in Kamloops. His
helpful knowledge probably saved not a few beekeepers
from making some costly mistakes with their new bees.
Pollination season is nearly upon us. In the Lower
Mainland and Fraser Valley demand from blueberry
growers remains strong. We’ve been getting frequent calls
from growers who have been unable to secure enough bees
for their fields. This applies even to growers who had no

PROUDLY OWNED BY CANADIAN BEEKEEPERS

Your First Choice
For Healthy Bees

FUMAGILIN – B
OXYTET–25 • FOUL BROOD MIX
APISTAN/CHECKMITE+
FORMIC ACID • BEE-REPEL
SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR OXALIC ACID
OPTIMISER APPLICATOR FOR O.A.
BEE SHAKERS

From Bee Supply Dealers or
Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
4 - 55 - 9th Avenue S.E.
High River, Alberta T1V 1E6
Telephone 403-652-4441 Fax 403-652-3692

info@medivet.ca
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trouble getting supplies from beekeepers last year.
BCHPA president Wayne Neidig has been fielding
several calls weekly from growers who did not sew up their
contracts in the fall. The demand has pushed the price up to
an average of $110 per colony, at least in the Abbotsford to
Vancouver region. Some beekeepers are charging upwards
of $150 a colony.
There also appears to be strong unmet demand from
cranberry growers, who are also facing higher rental
prices. Raspberry contract prices remain in the $50-60 per
colony range. Growers of late-season raspberries are also
having a tougher time finding bees since some of the larger
commercial operators have signalled they are taking their
hives to Alberta for honey at about the same time.
For small-scale beekeepers in Metro Vancouver, the early
spring - despite the last storms - hints at better urban forage
possibilities. The Richmond club is organizing a field day
in June at which Jaquie Bunse, the part-time Fraser Valley
bee inspector (who is sharing the job with Scott Gordon)
will give a workshop on identifying bee diseases. It will be
a timely talk for how to assess colonies for mite loads and
methods of treatment (including mechanical for those who
don’t want to use chemicals).
Spring also brings swarming season. Lee Wood, who
keeps the swarm list for the RBA, has tuned it up in advance
of those inevitable telephone calls in May, June and July. He
plans to get callers to send photos, if they can, to help reduce
the number of mistaken IDs of wasps.
Finally, in the Lower Mainland there is a renewed

www.medivet.ca
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interest in pollinators: the city’s park board and council
adopted resolutions calling for more bee-friendly plants
to be cultivated. They also awarded Hives for Humanity,
a local beekeeping/social enterprise run by Julia Common,
a $21,200 grant as part of its Greenest City Fund to start a
“community apiaries mentorship”. Hives for Humanity is
partnering with PHS Community Services Society “to bring
beehives into urban communities and provide beekeeping
mentorship for people living on the margins of society.”
Hives for Humanity and PHS are also involved with several
other groups in the creation of a “pollinator trail” project to
build and distribute mason bee houses throughout the city.
Fraser Valley
~ Courtney White
Spring has sprung in the Fraser
Valley. By all accounts it has been
a “good year” for overwintering.
We did not see the same decimating
levels of nosema as we did in spring
of 2013. However, there are still
reports of absconding and starvation
this time of year. Feeding weaker
colonies with sugar syrup and pollen patties is essential.
With all the wet weather we get hives can crash quickly
without proper management. Currently colonies are building
up nicely and local nucs should be available come May.
The introductory beekeeping course put on by the ministry
of agriculture at Kwantlen Polytechnic University is full
again this spring. There are also intro courses running at the
Honey Bee Centre in Surrey and at Dancing Bee Apiary in
Aldergrove. Good luck to everyone this season and happy
beekeeping!
East Kootenay
– Mike Malmberg
Spring seems to stay “just around the
corner” in the Kootenay Region this
year. The odd shirtsleeve afternoon
quickly turns to cloud, blustery
winds, freezing temperatures at night
and another week of cool weather.
Our season appears to be a good
week or more later than normal.
Early wildflowers - Pasque Flower (Anemone), Shooting
Star, Tufted Phlox, etc. have been scarce with very few
being seen before April 15. Very little pollen is coming in
from these wild flowers and willow, and generally it has
been too cold for foraging. No dandelion crop is available
as of April 25.
Events Manager Bobby Cuthill and her committee pulled
off a wonderful Mini Bee conference on March 29th. Dr.
Medhat Nasr, Provincial Apiculturist for the Province
of Alberta, kept a packed crowd of 50 attendees in rapt
attention for 6 hours. Participants were actively involved

in asking, answering and discussing questions about honey
bees and bee management. The affable Dr. Medhat Nasr
kept the discussions interesting, lively and humorous,
providing information and food for thought for beekeepers
at all levels of experience. I am sure everyone went home
with many new ideas and contacts that will serve them well.
Has there ever been a bee conference without a Lance
Cuthill organized competition? The Mini-Bee Conference
was no exception as Lance Cuthill and Axel Krause kept the
delegates laughing and scratching their heads, listening to
the arguments presented in favour of or opposed to the Top
Bar hive versus the Langstroth hive. Great entertainment
and a good way to exercise your mind and develop your
knowledge by following the pros and cons presented for
these two hive systems. Well done gentlemen!
The Mini-Bee Conference also resulted in several new
sign-ups for membership in the BC Honey Producers'
Association. In keeping with our theme of providing
services and resources for aspiring beekeepers, we had a
number of new entrants attending the workshop.
Conference organizers were rewarded by the many
enthusiastic and positive comments about the event.
Thanks to the presenters, organizers, attendees and all those
involved.
South Vancouver Island
~ Barry Denluck
Wasp predation was significant last
fall resulting in about half of the
colonies in Victoria failing, either
as a direct result of the wasps in the
fall or just too small and weak to
survive a late cold spell in February.
The South Island has experienced
another extended cool spring.
Although winter losses were high again, the colonies that
did survive are doing very well. My first swarm collection
was on April 22, in light rain. The 3 clubs in the South Island
area continue to grow. They are all rising to the challenge of
rapid growth and developing mentoring programs to assist
the new beekeepers in being successful. The demand for
local nucs, packages and queens for these new beekeepers is
very strong. In Victoria, 45 new beekeepers have completed
their Beginner’s Beekeeping course, with a possible 20 more
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Club Contacts
BCHPA DIVISIONS
ALBERNI VALLEY HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
6219 Lamarque Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson davemikkelson@hotmail.com 250-723-6089
BC BEE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
551 Prince Robert Dr., Victoria, BC V9B 1E1
Barry Denluck
250-900-5159
CENTRAL CARIBOO BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 825, 150 Mile House BC, V0K 2G0
John Hoyrup hilltop4@telus.net
250-296-3588
COMOX VALLEY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
5411 Wildwood Road, Courtenay, BC V9J 1P5
Jennifer Dilfer jenn.dilfer@hotmail.com
250-703-2669
EAST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C 6S9
Lance Cuthill lcuthill@gmail.com

250-426-6049

KAMLOOPS DIVISION BCHPA
1308 Highway 8E, Merritt BC V1K 1R6
Diana Grimshire dianagrim66@gmail.com

250-378-9703

MAPLE RIDGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
#501-1680 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 0B7
Raena Dumas info@northfraserbeeclub.com
604-786-5245
NANAIMO DIVISION BCHPA
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, BC V9S 2H8
Kathleen Silvey www.nanaimobeekeepers.com 250-716-0695
NORTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
331 Valley Road, Kelowna, BC V1V 2E5
R.W. Bob Chisholm bobnkaye@shaw.ca
PEACE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 2090
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4K8
Kerry Clark

250-762-2203

250-782-6646

SOUTH FRASER VALLEY DIVISION BCHPA
12894 - 109 Avenue, Surrey, BC, V3T 2M9
Derek Lawrence dlaw52@outlook.com

604-582-7545

SOUTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque cindylevesque@persona.ca

250-498-4025

SQUAMISH DIVISION BCHPA
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish BC V0N 3G0
Phil Ellis ph-ellis@shaw.ca
604-898-5337
SUNSHINE COAST DIVISION BCHPA
2137 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
Allan Cobbin alcobbin@dccnet.com
604-886-7006
TERRACE DIVISION BCHPA
4525 Haugland Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1G3
Rudi Peters r.peters@telus.net

250-615-7404

WEST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
3302 Village Road, South Slocan, BC V0G 2G0
Peter Wood annpeterwood@gmail.com
250-359-7107
BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
CAPITAL REGION BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 43033, Victoria, BC V8X 3G2
250-388-5010
Catherine Culley president@capitalregionbeekeepers.ca
OTHER BEE- RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
CHILLIWACK BEEKEEPING COMMUNITY
Laura Cameron - Delisle
circlebee23@gmail.com

604-703-0341

COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 274 Cobblehill BC V0R 1L0
Paul Peterson paupet1@yahoo.ca

250-732-019

PRINCE GEORGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
18835 Ness Lake Road, Prince George BC, V2K 5L7
Barry Clark bclark@hotmail.com
250-301-6266

RICHMOND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Unit 41504 London Place, New Westminister BC V3M 4K7
Amanda Goodman Lee
amanda@honeybeezen.com

QUESNEL BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Lorne Smith gssds@shaw.ca

SALT SPRING ISLAND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Belinda Schroeder
belinda schroeder@gmail.com
www.ssibeekeepers.com

250-747-2294

SHUSWAP BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
1040 8th Ave., NE, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4A4
Paul Clark fgpaulclark@gmail.com
250-833-8815
SMITHERS BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 3504, 2175 Main St., Smithers BC V0J 2N0
Phil Brienesse smithersbeekeepers@gmail.com 250-847-1599
Please contact the editor with any changes:
BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com
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STUART NECHAKO BEE CLUB
Box 595, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0
Jon Aebischer sweet02@telus.net

250-567-5037

SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
18060 29A Ave., Surrey, BC V3S 9V2
Horst Leidel ha.leidel@3web.com

604-541-0374

looking to take the course. Salt Spring and Cowichan also
have a strong demand for a Beginner’s Beekeeping course.
With the continued growth of new beekeepers over the last
3-4 years we now have a significant number of intermediate
beekeepers. Courses for Intermediate Beekeeping and
Simplified Queen Rearing are now in demand.
Anyone with questions or ideas pertaining to South
Vancouver and the Gulf Islands are welcome to contact
your South Islands representative by email: SouthVanIsle@
bcbeekeepers.com.
Sunshine Coast
- Allan Cobbin
Our April meeting was ably chaired
by Sally Burke our new President.
She is capably assisted by the usual
executive members but we have
included several additional Members
At Large to assist in an ever
increasing variety of tasks.
At the start of the meeting we
circulated a form to those present requesting information
concerning winter losses. Our results showed a 28% total
loss which was higher than our usual average but this was
somewhat expected as a number of our members have only
a few hives and this skewed the totals. Weak queens were
given as the principal reason for losses but some Nosema
was noted.
Sally presented Heather Freeman, our President for the
last two years, a suitably engraved hive tool) in appreciation
of her past services to the Club.
Our four colonies at the Botanical Gardens made it
through the winter satisfactorily and the committee will
continue with the weekly observations. Several of our newer
members have been attending these sessions and benefiting
from “hands on” mentoring. Harry and Betty Meier agreed
to continue their valued services for another year together
with the capable leadership of Rob Haines. The group
decided to utilize Werner Gysi’s suggestions of Systemic
Mite Control (as noted in his Harmonic Farming book)
again this year. Last week we had one group of elementary
school youngsters visit our site and more are planned for
later in the year. It’s great when you can create an interest in
beekeeping at an early age.
We will once again recognize May 29th as the Day Of The
Honey Bee. Arrangements have been made to secure a table
at Sechelt Farmers’ Market for Saturday May 31st. I have
agreed to provide an observation hive if weather permits
and we will have information on hand for distribution and
discussion.
I have been asked to lead an informal discussion on
swarming at our next meeting on June 9th. Our annual Field
Day has been planned for August 10at our Botanical Garden
site and our Bee Inspector Caroline Stoddart has graciously
agreed to be our key-note speaker. Arrangements for a
speaker for our October meeting have not yet been finalized.
As planned, Rob Haines spoke on spring management,

the preparation of nucs, colony splitting and re-queening
methods. There was a lively question and answer period to
end a most interesting presentation. Rob will have nucs and
local queens available in late May or early June. BC queens
and nucs will also be available to the members from John
Gates of Vernon via Martin Cook.
On April 16th I gave a talk about beekeeping to the
Pender Harbour Wildlife Club. I talked about the roles and
responsibilities of bees in the hive, swarming, hive products
etc. I then spoke briefly on Colony Collapse Disorder and
the banning of neonicotinoids and their use in Europe and
finalized things by informing of local happenings in our
Club and on the Sunshine Coast. My talk was seemingly
well received and I might have even convinced a few to
investigate beekeeping as an interesting hobby!!
In mid-April, Lianne Shyry of Two Bees Apiary (also
a member of the Richmond beekeepers Club), gave an
interesting talk about beekeeping at the Sunshine Coast
Nursery in Roberts Creek. She has agreed to sell beekeeping
equipment and supplies at that site. We are now able to
purchase our supplies either at the Nursery or at the Best
Friends Pet Market in Sechelt. Given the ever increasing
Ferry costs and travel time, this is good news for locals!!
Our President also spoke with Lianne about the possibility
of sharing expenses to bring in a noted speaker to a mutually
agreed site. More details of this later if suitable arrangements
can be made.
I have little to add except to note that it was James J.
Corbett who said: “Only those who have patience to do
simple things perfectly, ever acquire the skill to do difficult
things easily.” Perhaps a thoughtful observation for all
beekeepers. ❀

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
2098 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, BC V0X 1C2

Blair & Cheryl Tarves
BC BRED QUEENS • NUCS
BREEDING STOCK
April 15 - Sept. 15

Phone 250-499-2555

Beekeeping Equipment and Glassware
•
•
•
•

Canadian Made Wooden Ware
Dominion and Grimm Glassware
Country Rubes Screened Bottom Boards
And Other Exciting Products

Quality Supplies from Two Friendly Beekeepers
in North Vancouver
778-237-8711
www.twobeesapiary.com ~ twobeesapiary@shaw.ca
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Some Thoughts on the Little Things...
by Curt Gesch, Quick BC
Surrounded by wilderness, I am
a person of small places. A rural
person. It is enough to know that
there are sheer cliffs nearby, long
hiking trails, talus slopes, alpine
lakes and meadows. But I am a
rural person, a person of fields,
small shaws, marshes, creeks,
ditches, meadows and farmyards.
There are parts of this land I
“own” that I’ve gotten to know
well. Take the garden, for example.
The gardens, I should say. Handdigging the thistle roots in year one was no fun, but I had
four children and one reluctant wife to help. A fine loamy
soil with sandy subsoil made me think I’d never need to
“improve” it. Dandelions, chickweed, and wild grasses
thought the same. I think that most of the soil aggregates
may remember my footprints, and my knee impressions
made during 20+ years.

And the insects. I know few names. I do know that we
have probably the world’s largest population per square
metre of predatory ground beetles. “Eat, eat, eat,” abjure
them, and apparently they do. But they do not eat slugs.
Toads eat slugs, I am told, so I try to entice toads to the
garden. No luck. I make little toad houses out of old flower
pots, I put shallow saucers of water nearby so they can soak
to their little skins’ content, but the only toads I see are
in one of three places (none in the garden): 1) squashed
on the gravel road, 2) sitting in the overflow creosote pan
from the chimney where he will await discovery in another
geological age, perfectly preserved, and 3) in the outlet pipe
from the sump pump.
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That last one gives me hope.
Maybe she (or he) will gulp the
slugs. She does, but I count at
night and there are 54 slugs within
a few hops of her refuge so why
should she imperil herself with a
trip to the garden?
And then there are bees.
We’re told over and over again
that without the (non-native,
domesticated) honey bee, we
couldn’t begin to grow enough
food due to poor pollination. That
may be true for large vineyards and
orchards and drastically-modified
ecosystems, but here we do just fine, thank you, with our
native bees: bumble, mason, or whatever.
We love to see them work the apple trees in spring and
the sunflowers in fall. We grieve with the bumblers when
their slowed-down metabolism keeps them hunkered down
overnight in a cup-shaped late bloomer. We rejoice with
them when they stir in the morning sun, even if the rebirth
is only temporary.
And now this year, we will have honey bees. When I
drove down the road last week, I saw something strange.
In the field just on the other side of the driveway, behind
the lilac hedge, was a new building of sorts. Where did this
come from? I got out of the car to look: it was a well-framed
building with heavy page-wire sides, a tarpaulin roof, a door
and insulators for electric fence wires.
Although the building was mostly on the neighbour’s
side of the line, I wondered if my wife had commissioned
someone to make me a free-range chicken or turkey coop.
After some calling around, I discovered that it was a bee
yard. It belongs to someone I have known for many years
and whose children I had taught in school.
The next time the beekeeper came he brought the
bees. We talked a bit about them, what “supers” are, and I
admitted my ignorance about beekeeping. After stocking
his hives the sun came out, workers milled around and he
stood grinning with satisfaction. As we talked and watched
together he got stung twice. He said he didn’t think he’d die.
I wonder about all of this: Will these new bees compete
with the natives? Is there enough to share? Will the bears
be scared off by our golden retriever, Rufus Barbaricus?
Will the electric fence work? Will I find a swarm in my
garage? (What is a swarm?)
This summer I’ll be learning from the beekeeper (and
from my observations) some things about honey (and other)
bees. Not in the threatened rain-forest of Brazil or even on
top of the local ski hill, but here, on my “own little piece of
land,” a wilderness in its own right. ❀

Classifieds
COWAN 28 FRAME EXTRACTOR for sale, has steam
uncapper wax spinner honey sump and pump and 1500 lb
tank with hot water coils in it. Works very well. Phone Tom
at 250-956-3920. Located in Port McNeill, BC.
BARRELS & TOTES FOR SALE 45 Gallon stainless
steel barrels, food grade, closed top, with two bungs, $100.
45 Gallon plastic barrels, food grade, open top, with lid
& fastener, $45. 250 Gallon (1000 litres) food grade tote,
with steel cage, plastic bottom, $140. Call Jim Curry at
(250)562-9463 (daytime), (250)967-4580 (evenings).
Prince George, B.C.
FOR SALE: HONEY BEE FARM, GRAND FORKS
BC. 3 bedroom house, large certified honey house, 2.6
acres, 500 hive equipment, trucks, school bus route. Flower
Power Apiaries. Call (250) 442-2933 or email mdmclennan@gmail.com for details. One complete sale. Best offer
by July 31, 2014.

BC Honey Producers’ Association
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To order and for details contact:
Judy Campbell
604-856-2125
jwcampbell@campbellsgold.com
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Formic acid gel strips for the treatment and control of
Varroatosis caused byVarroa destructor in honeybees

Mite Levels - IPM
Know your mite levels before treating.
Control viruses by monitoring varroa levels.
Economic threshold varies by region & season; check
with local advisors.
Feed
Ensure good reserves prior to treatment, feed if
necessary.
Full & Half Dose Treatments
MAQS® are packaged in 2, 10 & 25 dose pails.
The sachets within contain 1 full dose (2 strips).
Always Follow the label.
General Guidelines:
Full Dose, 2 strips:
t&GGJDBDZ3FTVMUTVOEFSNPTUDPOEJUJPOT
t4UBHHFSTUSJQTUPDPWFSBMMGSBNFTPOCPUUPNCSPPE
chamber.
Dose, 1 strip:
t&GGJDBDZ3FTVMUTVOEFSNPTUDPOEJUJPOT
t6TFnd strip in sachet within 4 weeks time to obtain
control of mites.
Temperature
Ensure weather conditions for the day of application
BSFQFSMBCFM Á$Á$ BTCFFTTIPVMECFËBCMFUP
GMZSFHVMBSMZUPNPWFGPSNJDËWBQPST

To learn more visit www.NODGLOBAL.com

we love bees!
HEALTHY BEES. HEALTHY PLANET.
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